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ED SALTILLO IS BOTTLED
AT VAN EGAS

SAN MIGUEL KEEPS RECORD
Santa Fe, June 3, The. heaviest
monthly receipts in the history of
New Mexico will fee recorded by State
Treasurer O. N. .Marron during this
month. San Miguel county maintain
ed its record of being, the first to re
mit it& monthly collections, Treasurer
Marron receiving $11,795.39 of May
collections from Treasurer Eugenio
Romero.
Dona Ana county, on the
ofher hand, was the first to relport to
tfhe kavei'niitoiV! '160,2195 of
1913 taxea being collected in that
county for the month of May in ddi
Uon to $176.13 of 1912 taxes; $22.25
of 1911 and $253.97 of 1910 and prior
taxes. State Treasurer Marron also
received from Land Commissioner R.
P. Ervlen $7j608.94; from Secretary of
State 'Lucero $145.95 of which $1,000
was for automobile licenses; $312.50
from Chaves and $125 from Torrance
counties for district attorneys salaries.

Washington, June 3. The latest
note of the mediators at the Niagara
conference to une consuiuuonansts
was received here by Rafael Zahurn
and waa forwarded to General Carranza without being made publics.
No statement regarding its contents
probably will be Issued until the mes INCORPORATION UNDER
sage 1b In General Carranza's hands,
since it is thought the communication
GOVERNMENT PROPOSED
la regarded as matter with which Carranza and hist advisers1 la Mexico
should1 deal personally;
RAILROAD MAN SUGGESTS INTER
STATE TRAFFIC LINES BE
Rebels Continue Winning
THUS HANDLED
Durango, Mexico, June 2 (via El
Paeo, Texas, June 3.) The federal
Washington, June 3. "Congress Is
force which evacuated Saltillo and going about this
thing In the wrong
fled southward is bottled up at Vane way. It. should provide for the fed
gas, about 100 miles south of Saltillo, eral incorporation of railroads doing
according to advices received today business in interstate commerce," was
by General Carranza.
the declaration of H. A. Harris, gen
General Eulalio Luis Guiterrez, who eral counsel
for, the New York Cenwith his brigade was ordered to cut tral lines, today before the senate Inoff the federal retreat, checked the terstate commerce committee.
movement towards San Luis Potosi
Mr. Harris appeared to criticize
and forced General Maas and his men proposed anti-trulegislation, much
to take refuge iu Vanegas.
of which would affect railroads.. .' '
Gutierrez, whose home is near
"I'd like to adopt that plan," said
Vanegas, through his knowledge of Senator Cummins, a member of the
the country was enabted completely committee, but I think you would
to outwit the federals. Word was re- havei to
get the consent of the states."
ceived that a large force of federal
Mr. Harris did not think this obsoldiers,', including many federal of- jection would prove too great to overficers, had deserted fronj the San Luis come.
Potosi garrison and Joined General
Torres. ...
COAL PASSER KILLED
General Carranza appointed General
Washington, June 3 Bernard Glom-se- t,
coal passer on the cruiser Salem,
commander In chief of the first dl-- died
today as a result of injuries rei'; vision: of the army of the center. An
ceived when a bodler tube blew out
enthusiastic reception was given last while the vessel was off Puerto Mexnight to Igleslas Calderon, leader of ico, according to a report from Rear
'' the liberal party, who was in a long Admiral Badger today at the navy
conference today with General Car- department Glomset was a son of
ranza.
.
,r Lars J. Glomset of Gar bury, N. D.
Arrivals from Mexico. City continue An
investigation of the accident is
j to bring newg of discontent with the
being made aboard the Salem and a
' Huerta government at the capital and court of
inquiry may follow.
S of disorganization
In federal forcesi
Hundreds filing near Mexico City who
joined theifederal army on announce- - BANKER KILLS SELF
. ment by Huerta that the const! tution- Hota anil r&lorfl a had Inlnxuf tr rtp-tiO
IN
the, American invaders, have deserted
'
the federal ranks since they have dis-, covered .this to be untrue, and have
GEORGE LUCHSINGER'S INSTITU-TION- ,
Joined the constitutionalists.
HOWEVER, IS SAID
;
In response to a request for inforTO BE SOUND
mation from the United States department of state, General Rafael Buelna
San Francisco, June 3. George H.
has reported' from Teplo that Theo-dreW. Jones, the American who was Luchsinger, president of the Humboldt
imprisoned in that city by federals, Savings bank, one, of the largest; finanhad been liberated by the constitu- cial Institutions in the city, committed
tionalists and waa now safe. Jones suicide today by inhaling gas. Finanwas charged with having ahot a Mexi- - cial worry was giveu as the cause.
Officers' and directors of the bank is,can over a private difficulty.
sued a statement saying that an examination "of the accounts of the inHuerta Must Go
Eagle Pass, Texas, June 3. Consti- stitution showed everything to be' in
tutionalist officials of this "section of good condition.
The affairs of the Humboldt Savings
Coahuila declared today 'that they
bank
are in wwm condition that they
the
interference
resent
by
will
any
mediators in the internal affairs of heed cause ho worry, according to a
Mexico.
They say they will refuse Statement made by W. R, Williams,
to agree to am armistice and will not state superintendent of banks, after
misnend hostilities until Huerta l hearing of Luchslnger's suicide.
"The books) of the bank were indriven from Mexico.
spected about a month ago," ne'sald.
"I am satisfied
that r Luchinsger's
! Spaniards Ask Assistance
Washington, June 3 Senor Riano, death could not have resulted from
the Spanish ambassador, asked Secre- the bank's financial affairs."
tary Bryan today to appeal for the Luchinsger toot his life in the baseprotection of Spanish citizens in Tam- ment of his home. He had been ill
pico. According to tha ambassador's for some time. The Humboldt bank
advices, another forced loan of 137,-00- 0 was founded by Henry l..uchlnsger,
pesos has been demanded by con- father of George, in 1869. The son
stitutionalists.
Consul Carfida at entered the institution in 1891 as a
Vera Cruz reported the constitution- bookkeeper and became president in
alists insist that clearance papers for 1903. His personal estate is estimated
ships from the United States bound at $300,000. Luchinsger was 59 years
for Tampico, hitherto signed by Huer-;ta- s old. He left a wife and son, Arthur
consular officers, must be signed Luchinsger.
,.'
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"Vessels clearing from iports where
there are no constitutionalist agents
may hare their papers signed by the
postmaster at these points. Notice to
this effect was issued to all foreign
consuls at Tampico June 2."
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officers in the
future.
Secretary Bryan made this state
ment on the new constitutionalist
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MAN WHO INVESTIGATED

BY

SENATORS
TITANIC

THOSE good looking
summer school girls
certainly brighten up
the town.

FOREIGN

RELATIONS

ville, Texas, June 3.) Much concern
is felt because of numerous cases of

RESO LUTEIl

malaria among the crew of the United
States gunboat Dolphin. The German
cruiser Dresden, . which arrived here
today .from Vera Cruz, immediately
left the port again and anchored off
La Barra to avoid exposing her crew
to malaria in the mosquito infested
river.
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Washington, June 3. The killing of
DEFEATS VANITIE,
Weston Burwell pf this city and a com
RAN-- i
SLOOP
.,
..
panion, supposed also to have been an
American, by Mexicans in the TamTHEN SHE HACKS A GUARD CANADIANS ON COMMISSION OPPOSITION TO THE PLAN pico district about two weeks ago, was MAKES
TEE EOXORr EYEFJ
confirmed today in dispatches to the
state department. $earch now is being
WHEN HE 'TRIM TO PREVENT CHIEFKJSTICE "McLEOD AND SIR SEVERAL SOLONS DECLARE
THE made'for
the bodies. Reports that EACH SHIP- STILL HAS CHANCO
HER DAMAGING PICTURES
TOLLS REPEAL MUST OCCUR
ROUTHIER ARE THE ROYAL
.
TO
THE AMERICA'S
DEFEND
Burwell was suspected aa being a spy
?
'
SHE HITS HIM .
SELECTIONS
FIRST
are
the
TROPHY CUP
,
being Investigated by
governor
of Tamaulipas.
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DEATH

LOST
NUMBER 'OF LIVES
ON EMPRESS OF IRELAND
'
REACHES 1,024

FORCIBLE FEEDING

news that
Montreal, June
Lord Merzey, wh6 presided over the
British inquiry Into the loss of life on
the Titanic, is td be a member of the
royal commission appointed to inves
tigate the Empress of Ireland disaster
was received here with ' satisfaction,
As Lord Merzey was president "of the
lltanlc court, it Is assumed that he
will be similarly honored when the
royal commission meets. The Canadian
members of the commission are Chief
Justice Ezeklel McLeod of New Brun
swick and Sir Adolph Routhler of
The commission will be as
Quebec.
sisted bv two natutical assessors, a
marine engineer and a naval architect,
Appointments for these positions have
not yet been made.
Just when the ccitimiaslon can begin
Its work still undetermined, but It
probably will notf be for about tne
days.
Another change has been made in
the number ot dead. The latest figures, given out liilau official statement by the Canadian j'aciric Railway
steamship ompaijV,1he-tthaitJ02.1
perished. The company .has learned
that ?there were 1,4 76 persons aboard
the Empress instead of 1,387,' as heretofore stated, hence the Increase in
the death list. The total saved Is now
given as 452.
Captain Walsh, marine superintendent of the Canadian Pacific railway,
arrived here today and issued this
statement:
"The Canadian I"aclfic railway will
not relax one iota in doing ererytnmg
In its power in. looking after all the
bodies it may be able to get.
"With regard to the possibility of
raising the Empress of Ireland the
best possible expert opinion is being
sought."
St on tad Rescued Many
Captain Oveland, Montreal, agent of
the Maritime Steamship company, own- era of the" Storstad, in m statement, declared that of about 450 persons who
survived the disaster, 350 were cared
for by the Storstad. Of these 225 were
rescued by the crew, of the Storstad,
while 30 others rescued by the Stor-ttadmeri 'eriplaced on the government Steamship Eureka. The lifeboats of the Empress of Ireland ; We
credited with saving iz5 and bringing
them on board the Storstad.
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DIPLOMAS

FOR MIDDIES

Washington, June 3. President Wilson will present diplomas Friday to
the graduating class at the Naval
Academy Annapolis. He plans to leave
Washington tomorrow night on the
Mayflower.
NOTED ARTIST DEAD
Chicago, June 3. William R. French,
a national authority on art and for 86
years director of the Art Institute of
Chicago, died here today of cancer,

aged

71

years.
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,
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London, June 3. The suffragettes
today again assaulted Dr. Francis Ed'
ward Forward, medical officer of Hoiloway Jail. Two women armed with
horeswh'ps sprang onto the doctor as
he left the prison and were punishing
severely when a policeman came
to his rescue.
The women declared their action
was a protest against the .forcible
feeding for which this beast is responsible." Dr. Forward refused to charge
them with assault, but the police de
tained them on a charge bf disorderly
conduct On October 1, 1913 Dr. For
ward was attacked In a similar man
ner.
An arson squad burned allarge crick- ket pavilion at Earlsfield, southwest
of London. Another squad set fire to
country residence near Belfast, but
the blaze was extinguished with small
daamge.
A savage attack with a hatchet was
made today by a young and stylishly
gowned suffragette on an attendant at
the Dore gallery who tried to prevent
her from destroying valuable pictures
on exhibition there. The woman had.
already ruined two pointings in the
gallery, which is in the heart of 'the
fashionable quarter of London, and
was hacking a third when an attendant seized her arm. She turned on
the man and rained a shower of blows
on his body, severely injuring him.
Other attendants overpowered her.
She kicked and screamed until she
as turned over to the police. A let
ter was left in the gallery by the attendant's assailant in which she as
serts militants heretofore have been
too ladylike." She adds:
To stop this you muBt give us jus
tice.. We are willing to die for it before we give in. We have tried all
"
other, ways. We have been too ladylike in the past. Now we are going
to fight and you can allow us. to be
kilted. Others wilt agree to take our
places. I have joined in the war."
One of the pictures destroyed was
"Love Wounded," a priceless engrav- lag. by Batrolozzi.
ten- Assault' Editors
Belfast, Ireland, June 3. Militants
today' assaulted managing editors of
two of leading newspapers of Belfast
which had criticised the inttJtantf suf'
fragettes.
oitoaj' of
Two well dressed women, ,on
them a giantess, went to the Belfast,Telegraph office and were ushered Into the editor's room. Without speaking a word, the larger one walked up
to Mr. Stewart,- the managing editor,
and with clenched fist knocked him
out of his chair. At the same time her
companion hurled a mucilage bottle at
hla head..' The women then, went to
the New Letter office and made a similar attack, on Mr. Anderson of that
newspaper. He has ince b.eea confined to bed and Is under Surgical
treatment.

USTTlS

SUGGEST8 SETTLEMENT
WITH ENGLAND

FOR IACII PUEBLO

ATTACKED

SENATOR ROOT ALSO COMES
FOR A ROASTING BY MR.

IN

TIME ALLOWANCE. IS CIYEf)
FRANCE TAKES ISLANDS
Paris, June 8. The French colonial
office today announced the annexation WINNING CRAFT ENJOYS SLI&KH
by France of the Wallls Islands In the
HANDICAP, CONCEDED BY .
-

5

Southern Pacific "Ihe group, consistRIVAL
ing of about 40 square miles of terri
tory with 4,500 Inhabitants, has been
'
Associated
Washington, June 3. By a Vote of a French protectorate since 1887.- It
Press Boat Qff CJea.'
senate
relation
to
six
the
foreign
Cove, L. L, June 3 (by wirelesJ
eight
S. v
lies northeast of Fiji.
committee adopted the Sutherland re
The yacht Resolute, owned by
solution directing President Wilson to
flag officere' syndicate" of the Kewr.
York Yacht cjub, defeated AlexatUlo)
open negotiations with Great Britain PROGRESSIVES
HILL
for special arbitration for the Panama
Cocjhranlss iKHoop Vaniitie this jiitHfc.
noon in the second race preliminary
tolls dispute. The resolution now goes
HOLD A BIG RALLY to the selection of the America's' c5
to the senate.
Senator Borah, republican, was not
defender.
Although on!y a few lengths sepax.
present when the vote was taken, but
later notified Chairman Stone he COLONEL ROOSEVELT WILL AD ated the boats at the finish, the ResoDRESS ILLINOIS MEMBERS
lute In reality won by a considerable
wished to vote against repealing the
IN AUGUST
report, making the vote 8 to 7
margin, since ehe nceived from her
Senators Stone, O'Gorman, pomer- rival a timo allowttrce ot more than)
Chicago, June 3. An anniversary three minutta. The result today leaved
ene, Swanson and Smith of Arizona
in Il one race to tho credit of each con- - '
democrats, and Smith of Michigan, rally of the 'progressive party
linois
next
will
held
here
be
August
were
the others voting
republican,
tender, sIucm the VaniOe won yesand Colonel Roosevelt- will be the
against it.
terday's contes t by a margin of nearly
:
Senators Hitchcock, Williams and main figure in it, according to Medill 17 minutes.
who returned here today
Saulsbury, democrats, and Lodge, MoCormick,
Resolute Holds Lead
after a conference with, the chief of
Root, McCiunber, Sutherland and Bur
,
ton voted for It, Three were not pres the party.
Just before the start the coaimitu" :
'
Whether Colonel , Roosevelt runs
enfc.
to shorten the course frc- - i
decided
'
Senator O'Gorman declared the ac- for governor of New York or not he 30 to 25V2 niUess This made tie
tion would not affect the fight tgainst will make political speeches in Illi
leg a trifle ovtr six ani ox
nois,'' added McCormickL
passage of the repeal bill.
miles. Both yachts jruckcyt
quarter
."I don't know what the vote indibehind the ling util with a few ee cates,", was . Chairman1 Jones' only
ot nandicap time. They
,
comment. "It isTWeirTOaeTsToOfrrni A RTI! OLGME W A NXI 0 US oyer the lino orr tho starboard wj;
tsu;
the senate, however, that many sena
with Resolute) to windward of Vantie 'J
tors who favor arbitration believe that
and
LOCATE
FOLK
completely blanketed the latter;
TO
HIS
before it should be chosen as a meth
There was every indication that un-i- od of settlement the repeal bill should
lees the breeze picked up during the
"be enacted."
MAN WHO LOST MEMORY
FOR afternoon the race would not be coia- Vardaman Attacks Wilson
SEVERAL MONTHS NOW IS EN
pleted under five hours.
Senator Vardaman, democrat, assail
Vanitie footed a trifle faster, bn
TIRELY SANE
ed President Wilson In the senate toResolute held higher. Vanitie waa
day for asking the repeal of the PanPueblo, Colo., June 3. Demonstrat the first to port at 12:33 o'clock. Res
ama tolls exemption.
ing a keen Interest in steps that are olute followed immediately, meeting
When I heard him address congress being taken to restore him to his fam- tack for tack. In, the. beat toward
Resolute continued to :
urging the repeal I was dumbfound ily, and apparently rational once more, Hempstead
not
would
believe
my
"I
said.
the
he
draw
ed,"
away slowly. As the mce pro
George E. Bartholomew, known for
ears that one who had approved the past five months at a local hospital grossed the breeze heid true and fair
plank and held up to scorn those who as "John Doe," today ts awaiting word ly steady with fewer slumps than yes ;
violate their party pledges would take from his wife in Minneapolis. Bar- terday.
suoh a course. He gave no reason for tholomew yesterday suddenly recover
Resolute held h it head to tha Jo
repeal.. He made no argument for re- ed the use of his mental faculties, ward mark. Tho unofficial time wasa
,
peal, but with an assurance and 1 suffering from amnesia since last! De- Resolute, 1;51:06; Vanitie. 1:51:5
say this with, all deference with an cember, when he was found Bittrog Tho race waa less than half over.
In the last two miles of the 6ec6nl
assurance unbecoming one so. learned, dazed and unable to tell his name in
he asked us to yield, right or wrong." the railroad depot at Granada, Colo. leg, Resolute loEt nearly a minute be
Another answer of the administra Bartholomew's relatives from whom holding well into shore. Vanitie oW.
tion forces to the arguments against word is momentarily expected by the ran her and cut her lead to' less
minute. In tho six and a quartet
repeal waa made by Senator Simmons. hospital officials are: his wife, Mrs.
He urged the exemption of American G. E. Bartholomew, No. 306 Univer miles run to tho leeward, the Cochraat.
coastwise vessels would be a discrimi sity avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.; his boat outfooted Reroluto by one minute
nation forbiSden tythe ' treaty be- daughter, Mr9. Theodore Raun, 348 and ten second;. Rosorute had still a
'
tween the United States and Great Pryor avenue; St PauL and his brothof 200 yards at 2 o'clock. ""
Britain and, unwise as a domestic poli- er, William Batrholomew, 1919 ThirThe second preparatory race hell ' '
to select tho yacht that will defen
cy.-,.
teenth street? Kansas City, Kansas.
u
"Senator Vardaman declared the dem
the America's cup this year from. Eg -British
ocratic party would not now be threatnot
Interested
challenger, began on Long la!
Wife it
ened with disruption, had it not been
Minneapolis, Minn., June 3. Mrs. land Sound this afternoon with weathfor the speech, of Senator Root W Bartholomew, whose husband, George er that promised a repetition of yes'
,
E. Bartholomewi'Teflovered his mental terday's conditions.
January in 1913.
be
The Vanitie, owned by Alexande.-Smit"The leadership, of democracy
faculties yesterdaytolu Pueblo, was locomes apathetic,"
said Vardaman, cated in Minneapolis this morning. She
Cochran and winner of the first
when we musti-relat the st?j
contest, was
upon the keen, is a demonstrator.
,..
astute senator, who won bis laurels as
According to her story Bartholomew by the Resolute with Charles Frar3i ,
counsel for predatory wealth, to be left here about six months ag. - He lAoams II at the helm, and crossed
come the keeper of the conscience of was dissatisfied wth home conditions,'; line 12 seconds behind her rival- Tlt-of she said, and when he went away do-- - official time of the start was: Ttesoluto,
the democratic 3arty,
Think of clare J that "no one would ever hear 12:16:?0VaniU 12:16:42.
Jackson and Jefferson.
Bryan and Root Tunlng together for from' him again," according to her The race tNtey was over a court
the moral uplift of the people. Is the statement. Previous to that, she said, to the wind ward and leeward, each lc
4
oily logic o'f the great senator from there had been some domestic troubles. a trifle over tlx amt
quarter mites,
New Yeark sufficient to justify the re She declared the authorities
could sailed four times, a total distance oi
take whatever action with him they 25 mllea. It off lay Great Captains
pudiation of our party pledges?" .
Senator Vardaman quoted at length chose.
Island and. JJotts Poir.t on the west
side of Hempstead Bay.
Secretary Bryan's address to the Penn
e ' Father Says He's Nervous
The yachts cropped the line In o
sylvania legislature to the effect that
the consciences- of candidates should
Kansas City, June 3. George Elmer seven-knbreeae, rails undpr on tVj
begin to work before iection and not Bartholomew is a son of C. F. Bar- Btarboard tac', rcarce'y a
hibernate until after ne was in office tholomew of Kansas City, Km. He between them. In the fint 1.. T J
and declaring that a violator ot a par- waa principal of the Banbern high of the race th Kcsolute ha J e ': J
i ;
J
r
ty pledge was more criminal than an school for nine years. Later he es nearly half a minute on
.
tablish a trade paper in St. Paul.
embezzler.
was about ?M yar-.l"I have not seen my son since 1911
The official times of th? ffr.lt :i
Finally, he said, he would not follow
'
the men who bore the red flag of party when he visited here," the father said were: Rwo'uf;?, 3:17:57:
today.' "Since then I have not kept 3:01:39. Resolve won y 11
infidelity.
Corrected clrrc-- d ifine: Tie-closely In tow h with him. JI.e is, 1
SAILORS GET MALARIA
know, of a high strung, nervous,
2:P3:27: Van'i'o, 2:fn:"S, "
won ty fim-- . mtms'f
way of Browns- "r,f"":"A .
Tampico, June 2
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AFFAIR8
UNITED STATES TAKE
. OF ABORIGINES FROM STATE
.
TRIBUNALS .
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Santa Fe, N. M- - June 3. As a fur
ther, step toward eliminating thestate
courts from Pueblo Indian affairs, the
Indian bureau at Washington today
wired Superintendent H. F. Cogges-hal- l
of the local United States Indian
school to appoint an Indian court to
consist of three judges in each of the
six villages under his supervision. The
functions of the Indian court will be
similar to those of a Justice of the
place, its decisions subject to the ap
proval of the Indian agent with appeal o the Indian bureau. It will be
known as the "court of Indian offenses" with jurisdiction over the Pueblo
land and Indian inhabitants. It is
understood a similar court will be; es
tablished at each agency in the state.
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uses to elude the vengeful is to keep
UNIVERSITY CELEBRATES
sublime porte, and orders were tele
his whereabouts secret
Columbia, Mo., June 3. This was
graphed to the local governors to re
EAGAN
You don't find his name, address or
patriate all refugees. "Truth" says jubilee day at the University of Mis-that these orders were meant only for sourl and the ceremonies were comtelephone number in any directory,
Tonight s D d
and long ago he discarded the use
the ambassador's benefit, and that the memorative of the founding of the inlj
Thursday
of mail boxes. Should you call at fire
governors were given the word secret stitution and the work It has accom
f
sir.
ex
headquarters and ask where Eagan
ly to disregard them. That was a fa- plished during the 75 years of its
EstaUiaked B6t
South SidePlojo,
live they will puncture you with a
miliar strategem of the old Turkish istence.
thousand questions, yet tell you nothFollowing an academic procession
diplomacy,, when pressure from the
ing.
powers became too acute to be Ig the anniversary exercises began at 10
o'clock this morning in the university
No 6ne has ever offered to be his
nored.
The Greek government, on its part, auditorium. The gathering taxed the HE IS OFFICIAL BOMB INSPECTOR understudy, not; is there anyone to
FORMAL ENDING OF THE BALKAN
FOR THE CITY OF NEW
succeed him when he quits. If he
does not lack enterprise at oppression, capacity of the big halt. Addresses
WAR DOES NOT RELIEVE
1-- 3
k
sources be were made by David F. Houston, sec
should be killed tomorrow in the perYORK
if witness from
SITUATION THERE
formance of his duty bis wife and
credited. Restrictive laws against the retary of agriculture of the United
in
B.
so
Dr.
bomb
is
four
one
made
There
presi
children would be left without
3.
Hutching,
been
have
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because the police had so much better dance craze and the rapid pace of the rate was 101.9."
of the monument committee, will pre- at Mount Vernon and the Carnegie en
detective stories of their own that they young men and women It is believed
side at the exercises. President Wil dowment for international peace will
CITROLAXI
did not care for the inventions of fic that the rapid whirl has little effect
son will be principal speaker.
As tender to the Americanists a dinner.
of
readers
are
CITROLAXI
upon increasing insanity other than
tion. The police
great
guests of honor will be General BenSanta Fe Is rather proud to be in
CITROLAXI
works of science and stories of travel. developing a craze iwr drink. Alcoholnett Young of Kentucky, commander- - the same class with Washington, MadSince the trouble with Mexico they ism stands second among the causes
First get the name down pat
of the United Confederate rid, Paris, London, Berlin, and other
have been sending for books on Mex- of insanity. Of the total number of then buy it of your druggist Just the
The firemen insane persons in New, York 15 per very best thing for constipation, sick Veterans and Washington Gardner world cities which have in the past
ico and the Mexicans.
of entertained the congress. It assures
have a library similar to the one for cent of the men and t per cent of the headache, eour stomach, lazy liver, of Michigan. commander4n-chie- f
the police. Last year tne firemen read women have become so through ex- sluggish constipated bowels. The the Grand Army of the Republic The New Mexico and its capital a promin
nicest laxative national heads of the United Daugh- ent place in the great illustrated pub
39,859 books, an Increase of 11,159 over cessive use of alcohol. It Is said that pleasantest, surest
the year before. They have far more since the germ of a certain hereditary you ever used. Tastes good like lem ters of the Confederacy and the Sons lications ofthe Americanists which are
leisure for , reading than the police, and transmissible disease had been onade. Acts promptly, without pain of Confederate Veterans also will be distributed among societies, universi
vet- ties and libraries
throughout the world.
though. After a policeman comes In discovered, it was found that this was or nausea. Gives you the most satis- present. Hundreds of civil war
from patrol he usually feels more like the principal cause of insanity. The factory flushing you have ever had. erans from Virginia, Maryland, North
For An Impaired Appetite,
sleeping than reading, but many police- germ had been found in the brain of O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Carolina and other states will attend
the unveiling.
To improve
the appetite and
men find time to do their reading in persons who had died from paralysis.
The monument to the Confederate strengthen the digestion try a few
the "back room" of the station house A 'great many persons who become
dead was erected through the efforts dosea of Chamberlain's Tablets. Mr.
Insane are born constitutionally ImWEIGHS HUMAN SOUL
while they are on reserve.
Boston. June 3. Dr. Duncan Mo- - of the United Daughters of the Con K H, Seitz, of Detroit, Mich., says:
Novel i International Pageant
perfect and unable to control them
$50,-00-0
They restored my appetite when im
On the lower East side of New York selves.
Very few become Insane Dougall of Haverhill sys he has found federacy, which raised a fund of
for the purpose. It was designed paired, relieved me of a bloated feel
are 3,000 foreign folk who are going through the excessive use of drugs. the weight of the soul of a dying man,
to show New Yorkers within a few Those who do generally use morphine, "My first subject was a man dying of and executed by the American sculp ing and caused a pleasant and satis
J ay a what they have brought, from a cocaine and kindred drugs, but the tuberculosis," he said today. It seem-- e tor. Sir Moses Ezekiel, himself a factory movement of the bowels." For
dozen nations, to give to the city. This continue use of drugs does not do so dto me best to select a patient dying southerner who served in the Confed sale by all dealers. Adv.
demonstration will be known as the much harm as alcohol. More men die with a disease that produces exhaus- erate army1 in his early youth and was
TIPTON GETS APPOINTMENT
International pageant and will be In insane asylums than women. Men tion, the death occurring with little or graduated the year after the close of
Santa Fe,- June 3. Governor Mc
because in the war from the Virginia Military
played and sung and danced in an who are treated for alcoholism, as a no muscular movemtmt,
East side park. The pageant of these rule, yield quickly to treatment and such a case the beam could be kept Institute. Tha Arlington cemetery Donald today
Harry O.
foreign residents will differ from most soon leave the asyhim, if they do not perfectly at balance end any loss oc memorial has received the unanimous Strong of Albuquerque, a member of
praise of the art critics and others the state board of embalmers, and J.
immigrant activities in that it is not become hopelessly Insane; but the curring readily noted.
"The patient was under observation who have been permitted to view it N. Zook of Santa Fe, a member of the
something that the American citizens women remain for a long time.
state board of pharmacy. The execuOld Horses Get Jobs
of New York are doing for the men
three hours and 40 minutes before
' AMERICAN
SCHOOL
tive appointed Dr. W. R, Tipton of Las
Old men and old women may have death, lying on a bed arranged on a
and women who have come from othConstantinople, June 3. The Ameri Vegas and Dr. S. D. Swope of Doming,
er lands. On the contrary, the pa- a hard time getting Jobs, but old hors- light framework built upon very deli
can College for Girls, which has been delegates to the convention of the Ases
:to
are
scales.
world.
the
is
the
beam
in
be
esteemed
balanced
that
geant
something
platform
wprklng
cately
on the European sociation of State and Provincial
stranger peoples are doing for the Old horses, some of tnem having seen The patient's comfort was looked after removed to a site
American citizens of New York. New 35 years of hard labor, will be in ma- in every way, although he was practic- Bosphorus after having existed for a Boards of Health of North America,
York has no folklore; America has no jority in the workhorse parade which ally moribund when placed on the bed. number of years at Scutari, was dedi which will convene at Washington, D.
national dances, no peasant games, no will be held within a few days In New He lost weight slowly at the rate of cated today with an interesting pro C, June 19 and 20.
costumes that have .come down from York. Young horses are entered but one ounce an hour, due to evaporation gram of exercises. Three of tne
Only One Entirely Satisfactory.
ancestral times to be and to remain are mostly from the fire department of moisture in respiration and evapo- American trustees of the institution,
"I have tried various colic and diar
unlike the dress of the people of other and the police department, where ration of perspiration. During all three Charles R. Crane of Chicago and Wal
lands. In a small area on the Hast style and dash are required. "It is as hours and 40 minutes I kept the beam ter B. Walker and George A. Plimp- rhoea remedies, but the only one that
ton of New York, participated In the has given me entire satisfaction and
dedication exerclsesi, A number of of cured me when I was afflicted Is
ficials of the Ottoman government and Chamberlain's
Cholera and
Colic,
several of the foreign diplomats resi Diarrhoea Remedy. I recommend it
dent in Constantinople were present to my friends at all times," writes S.
The Institution dedicated today is N Galloway, Stewart, S. C. For sale
to be known in future as Constanti by all dealers. Adv.
nople College. The institution dates
from 1871, in which year it began its
HUNKER & HUNKER
career as a gins' Migb. school six
A. Hun iter. Chester A. Hank.
George
from
secured
was
a
charter
years ago
Attorncys-at-Lathe Massachusetts legislature and the
New Mexi
Las
Vegas,
Amerias
the
school was reorganized
Dr. Charles
can. College for Girls.
Cuthbert Hall, president of Union
Theological Seminary, New York, became president of the board of trus
Il!!!li!illtl!llll!ll!!!llI
tees.
The .new site of the college em
braces 64 acres of land on the heights
of Aranoutskewy overlooking th Bos
phorus, and five miles from the city
of Constantinople., Four of the seven
'
buildings embraced In the architect's
dedi
were
and
are
completed
plans
cated today. - Among those who have
contributed liberally to the building
fund are Mrs. Russell Sage, Mrs. Fin-le- y
Shepard and John D. Rockefeller.

GOTHAM'S POLICE

NEW MEXICO HAS
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LIKE GOOD
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Thousands Have Solved It With S. S. S.
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Tf Is tin

Mi i
known
grrmg of blood weight, thin pale cheeks, mi that wart
disorders are found In the minute spaces of ness
of muscle and nerve tbat Is
the tlnaue fibres.
They can be seen only experienced by all sufferers with generally
polaonet
wtrw'Ku a poweriui microscope.
Ana It Is blood.
In these spaces tbat S. 8. K. rnrm tn work
Get
bottle of 8, 8. 8. at any drop;
effectively and with, wocdertullj store, and In a few davs you will not only
rapidly,
noticeable results.
feel bright, and enereetic, but you wilt bl
This famous blood nurlfler ennt.ln. m.. tbe picture
of new life.
fllclnal component
vital and essential to
8. S. 8. to prepared only In the laborabealtby blood.
of
the
Co.. 221 Swift
tory
mere is one Ingredient In 8. R. R. which Blng., AtlantaBwlft Specific
Ga., who maintain a very
serves the active purpose of stimulating efficient
Medical Department, where all wnv
bave any blood disorder of a stubborn-natur'.nnSicio jWeTt.oSof if?
may write freely for advice.
esaponn: nutriment.
Tnat la wby It
S. 8. S. is sold
the blood aupply; why It baa
everywhere by all drag
uch a tremendous Influence to overcoming stores.
eczema, rash, pimples, all akin affections,
Beware of all attempts to sell- yon iom
tbeumatiani, iota throat, weak eves, loss of thins "Just. as good." Insist upon B. B. a.

DR. ADELAIDE

B. LEWIS
Health Culture for Ladles
IProfesional
Osteopathia Physician
OLLIE 8HEARER
Office Crockett Building
Unit ontt O
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl- Residence Phone Main 384
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Office Honrs: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
MONUMENT CO
'
moderate prices
Albuquerque, N. M,
Room 1, Center Block.
Office Phon
215 E. Central
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
13 Years Practical Experience.
.
fONRI
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
w W. BOWERE,
JONES-BOWER-

S

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

-
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A Pure Cream of Tartar Powder

Dr. Wm. Sedgwick Saunders, Medical Officer of
Health of the City of London, Eng.. was good
enough to say that a long and universal experience
has proved a cream of tartar powder the most efficient, safe and economical, making food which could
not be deleterious to the most delicate stomach

In England the sale of baking powder
containing alum is absolutely prohibited,

WHEN BUYING BAKING POWDER, READ THE LABEL.

BIG ROAD CONFERENCE
Fe, June 3. A convention of
commissioners ana
county

Santa
all the

good roads commissioners will be call
ed to meet at Santa Fe to discuss the
good roads problem m New Mexico in
its wider aspects as well as from the
local viewpoint The state has made
good progress in systematic road building and In a few years, New Mexico
will have as fine a system of highways
as is to be found in ny state. There
are certain problems to be solved, however, certain policies to be formulated
for legislation and certain understandings to be reached bo that there be
harmony of effort and no waste of
mans because of dissensoon.

BLADDER
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys,
which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure.
The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is
remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills areto the
best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because
they arts
made wholly of those healing,
strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles.
They are tonic in
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.action,
O. & SCHAEFER

RED CROSS DRUG CO.

THE HOUSE WIFE'S FRtEND

Mosesf Best

Flour

Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
-

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY & CO.
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Atlanta; Ga., June 3. Throughout
the south exercises were held today in
honor of the birthday anniversary of
Jefferson Davis, the first and only
. president of the confederate states of
America, who was born In Christian
County, Kentucky. June 3. 1808. The
anniversary .is a legal, holiday In
Georgia, south Carolina, Florida, Ala
bama, Mississippi, Arkansas and Ter-as- .
8TATE LAN 0' TO THE AMOUNT OF
In Louisiana it Is .observed BB
11,377.61)" ACRES IS IN"Confederate Memorial Day."

IN THE ZUNI

MOUNTAINS

MANY ATTRACTIONS ARE SCHED.
ULED FOR THE MOUNTAIN-AIASSEMBLY IN JULY
R

VOLVED

THERE J
Santa Fe, June 3. Superintendent
R. C Bonney of the public schools of
Cimarron, Colfax county, reports that
not a single child of compulsory age
In that town te playing hookey, all being enrolled in the schools. There are
five teachers who are paid $65 to $95
a month for nine months In the year.
There are 170 enrolled pupils attending from the primary to the eleventh
grades and the average daily attendance is 89.92.
NO vHOOKEV

,
Mountainair, N. Mv June 3.
The state board of education has
Entered at the posto tries at East
homing certifiLis Vegas, Neir Mexico for tnna-sslMlo- comwuod to
cates of tha first grade -- and higher
United
SUtes
the
through
the privilege of attending chautauqua
Mils as second class matter.
instead of county institutes, and they
will be given institute attendance
'
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
AU
therefor.
teachers
credit
Daily, by Carrier
credit
attendance
institute
desiring
I .06 will be required to attend at least
Mr Copy
.
15 four lectures or
Use Week
department periods
- .66 per day ' for the entire period, exclu
One Month
7.60
One Year
sive of examination days.
Daily, by Mail
The platform attractions for this
...16.00 year will Include lectures by Dr. WilOne Tear (In advance)
3.00
Six Months (In advance)
liam A: Brown of the International
1. 7.00
One Tear (In arrears)
School association; Dr. Rich- Sunday
3.76
Months (in arrears)
ard W. Corwln of the American Medical .association, J. Adams Puffer, di
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
rector of the Beacon Vocational bu
GROWER
reau; Di, S. Alonzo Bright, superin
12.00 tendent of missions, In Mexico, New
.
One Yecr
1.00 Mexico and Arizona of the Methodist
Six Months
Episcopal church; Ralph C. Ely, president of the State Fair association;
Mall
,
In
Advance
for
(Cash
Francis E. Lester; j resident of the
J
Subscriptions.)
association;
or
Eemlt by check, draft
money State Road Officials
rder. It sent otherwise we will not State Superintendent Alvan N. White,
Rupert F. Asplund, chief clerk departbe responsible for loss.
Dr. George E.
on
free
application. ment of education;
Specimen copies
Ladd, president of New Mexico State
and Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
AT College,
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
of; the Las Vegas Normal
president
EXPIRATION OF TIME
University.
PAID FOR
The departments this year will in
clude that of Bible study, Sunday
the school for five days under the direc
Advertisers are guaranteed
largest daily and weekly circulation Hon of Dr. Brown and a farmers' con
of any newspaper in northern New gress which will meet daily under the
Tr
Mexico.
direction of Mr. Ely. Special days
will be Education, in charge of Professor Asplund; Good Roads, in
TELEPHONES
Mr. Lester; Torrance Coun
Main 2 charge of
dullness Office
In charge of Harry J. Fincke; W,
ty,
Main 2
News Department
0. T. U., in charge of Mrs. Anna
Wilds Strumqulst.
JUNTO
3, 1914,
WEDNESDAY,
Among the technical outside talent
will be a representative for
present
14 PKKS1IENT
AT
Til
the
agricultural department at Wash
AliLINUTON
ington, each on good roads day, dairy,
silo and live stock, dealing particu
that the ad, It is matter for regret
with the problems of the open
ortss of the president at Arlington larly
range
so full of tho deep feeling
normal, in connection
The
Uat Memorial Day should inspire in with thecounty
will begin July
chautauqua,
thoughtful men, should have been In-- 3 and continue for four weeks, with
senReduced with but a perfunctory
examinations Autrust 7 and 8, conteuce by a local Grand Army comman- of
ier and received with grudging favor
sisted by Miss Marie Lee Keer.au of
by the veterans that head it But there the
Albuquerque high school, and Suwaji a wider audience. It has been
perintendent Charles L. Burt of Tor
red by millions, most of whom have rance
county. Miss Myers, state su
seen in it the significant utterance of
perintendent of industrial education,
the day. It will carry far. It will go will
be with us as well as W. T. Coninto tlio scrap-bookway of the state agricultural college.
A cheap and easy thing it may be to
For the first time In our history
sound the praise cT war; but in the
it de--..
music wijl be given the . place
...
sobering presence of those thousands serves.
unaer tne .direction
of gravestones that fitar the sward at Charles J. Andrews of Albuquerque
,'AdInston, reminding us solemnly of there will be two concerts, to close
jjose'who "gave, All that they had," with a state wide chorus.. The School
w m ffdfr WMiinei tne president deof American Archaeology will hold its
clared he could not laud the destroyer. sessions here for two weeks, the first
In. the 50 years since these men gave
of (August, under the direction of Dr.
their lives, what, in deed, has haD- - Hewett,
during which time the work
pened to make war less terrible, more of excavating the ruins at a Cuarl,
excusable, less a ctre to humanity? commenced last year, will be continu
'.The generous soldiers 'set us." as Mr. ed. Dr. Hewett will also give an Ilit
i
i. .
i.
j i
lustrated platform lecture. Chautaufice, which, if followed In peace, will
qua begins July 27 and close August
make It unnecessary tnat men should 7.
follow war any more." - So should a
High example be used for humanity's

tcrs,
.

--

.

Santa Fe, June 3. The most Important timber and land contract since
the coming of statehood wae closed
yesterday by Land Commissioner R.
B. Ervein with John Garvin and Wil
liam McFarlane of Ontanagon, Mich.,
and Joseph Fry and Joseph S. Court
ney, administrators for the estate of
John R. Gordon of Marquette, Mich.,
the latter two, however, not yet hav
ing signed the formal contract
The area involved Is 11,377.60 acres
of timber land in the Zunl mountains
of McKInley and Valencia counties
and the closing of the contract will
mean considerable for the prosperity
of Albuquerque, as the cutting of tim
ber is to begim at once. The timber
pn the lands was originally sold to
Clark M. Carr in 1905 under contract
that the timber had to be cut in five
years. But the litigation started 'by
the United States to cancel tie tim
ber contracts made in the Otero ad
ministration cut short the timber op
erations after Carr had paid the terri
tory S0O on his contract' and had assigned, ft' to the" present purchasers.
Carr had agreed to pay the state $2.50
per acre but the new purchasers are
under contract to pay $3.10 per acre
and In addition obligate themselves
to bid at least $3 per acre additional
when the land Is put at public sale
on October 1 sub.Ject to the timber
contract Ten years are given in
which to cut the timber, but the purchasers agree to pay at least
each year and to pay the entire timber contract price of
at once should another party
buy the land. The purchasers give a
bond of $35,000 and have put up a
cash forfeit of $5,000.
Messrs. McFarlane arid Garvin, who
have been here a week in consulta
tion with Land Commissioner Ervlen
and Attorney General Clancy, left for
Michigan yesterday but will return
shortly to begin timber operations.
0

$34.-470.-
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SAIAS GETS OFFICE

i3 a trying time In rational affairs
now so trying that the president

may well be excused for wishing to
OF ACASIO GALLEOOS
lesspeak seldom and briefly upon the
war. Surely It Is
sons and memory-oDECIDES WHO
ai time for emphasizing the need
of JUDGE MEDLER
SHALL BE CLERK OF TOR- - ...
pjerforming the tasks of peace "in the
RANCE COUNTY
eaihe spirit of
and devotion-" that the soldiers of the union in
Santa Fe, June 3. uudge , Edward
their o'wti way exhibited. "The very ob
In favor
ject of society" should be some day it L Medler yesterday decided
of Encino as county
of of Julian-Taluqpu'3t aad will be "a guarantee
o
over
peace" To such high ends "this Hag ciferk of 'Torrance county
Romero," the latest appointee
calls ti;on U3 daily for service."
o
of the board of county commissioners,
com!
ho' ling that the board of county
KING. GEOIE'SBIRTHDAY of
power
its
London, June 3. King George enter- missioners had exhausted
for
Salas
named
It
when
ed upon his fiftieth year today, having appointment
txfen bom. in Marlborough House, the vacancy created by the resignation
Jnn.e 3, 1865. Many congratulatory of Acaslo Gallegos" and the only way
was
messages were received by his majes- the office could then be vacated
tne
or
under
death, resignation
ty during the day and numerous presents came from fcLi relatives and per-- : statute governing removals. He also
earfal friends. The otriclal celebration held that the territorial statute requir
the king's birthday will not take ing the clerk to file his bond within
ten days after January i, did not apply.
place until June 2!.
Salas had mailed his bond to Judge
Medler for approval within ten days,
MONTANA CLUB WOMEN
Lewlston, Mont, June 3. The Moo but H was delayed m the malls and
In
tana I'eaeration of Women's clubs a- r.naHv Returned for (Correction.
fcoard
of
the
county
emTIed In this dty today for Its
the meanwhile,'
commissioners appointed Reymundo
convention, which was
Romero to be probate clerk. Romero's
visita
honor
fa
of
the
wjjh reception
reached Judge Medler at the same
bond
ing delegafes. Tie convention
will time as that of Salas and he had the
siors win continue fTiree days
hearing here to decide the legal points
that were raised.
of en;Tfainmnt,
f

self-sacrifi-

Rey-mund-

-

an-tiu-

cr-'1,-

lira
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INSTITUTE ENDS
ON ACCOUNT OF EARLY DATE,
TEN
TEACHERS
ONLY
SESSION "

Santa Fe, June 8. Consul F. Gian
nottl at Albuquerque today' requested
from the department of education all
of its printed reports for his govern
ment, that of Italy.
McKInley county, reported today to
the department of education that it
has closed its county institute, which
because of its early date had an attendance of only ten, the attendance
percentage on part of these ten, how
ever, being perfect
State aid was today granted by the
department of education to District
No. 16, Plaeitas, and No. 31, Sandoval
county, the full amount $250, being
granted toward new school buildings
and equipment. The department has
discovered that there are Instances In
which school districts have been di
vided merely to secure state aid which
the original district could not have
drawn either for new building or five
months term.
One of the best and most complete
reports thus far turned In to the de
partment of education comes from
Mrs. Wc L. Gttmm, superintendent for
Lincoln county. It shows that all but
of compulsory
60 of the children
school age are enrolled In the schools.
The school census is 2,212, and the
teach
enrollment is 1.723. Forty-eigh- t
ers are employed, 24 districts having
one teacher, four, have two,, one has
three and. two --districts have four
teachers each. ' 'It is significant that
81 ptqrfls are reported as not making
normal progress. Only one district,
that of Capitan, had less than the
statutory five months of school. Only
three grade teachers are employed
most of the teachers having first
grade. The teachers are paid from
$50 to $110 a month.
An institute instructor's certificate
was issued today to Mrs. Adolphine
Kohn of East Las Vegas; first grade
teacher's certificates to Juantta Steag-e- r
of Artesia and W. E. Carlton of
Claud; second .grade to "Ruth Harris
of Trinidad, Cok., and a third grade
certificate to Eleanor Fries of Palo-ma- g
.
Springs.
The department of education also
issued grammar school graduation
certificates to eleven pupils at Aztec,
wo. at Riverside, three at Allison and
uie at Flora Vista, San Juan county.
--

3. 1914.

country are to be taken by the Northern Minnesota Development association at its annual convention now in
session here. . Twenty-sicounties
were represented by delegates at the
opening of the convention today. The
sessions will continue three days.
x

WmmMi tot) iSMm
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NO CLAIM JUMPING
Washington, June 3 The tri partite
agreement between Great Britain,
Holland and the United States to
prevent "Jumping" of oil concessions
at Tamfptco under pretext of forfeiture of x the claims, took form today as
an interchange of notes between the
three countries. The three powers
mutually agreed not to recognize
transfers of concessions made during
the era of disorders in Tampico and
to consider as valid the holdings of
their nations prior to the outbreak of
the trouble.
;

he Mora Gem
A New

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County
We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are founds as well as

S'

cut ready for mounting.
They range in hardness between the
'

Topaz and Sapphire.

;

CITROLAXI
CITROLAXl
CITROLAXI

I

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

First get the name down pat
then buy it of your druggist Just the
very best thing for constipation, sick
Call and See Them at
BRIDE OF A. L. SOLIER headache, sour stomach, lazy liver,
The
sluggish constipated bowels.
pleasantest, surest nicest laxative
QUIET WEDDING lb SOLEMNIZED you ever used. Tastes good like lem, THIS MORNING IN THE CA- onade. frActs promptly, without pain
THOLIC CHURCH
or nausea. Gives you the most satisfactory flushing you have ever had.
i
.This morning at 7:30 o'clock at the O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Church of the Immaculate Conception Store. Adv.
Miss Nora Trahey and .Mr A. L. Sulier,
both of this city.were united in marat the word that Johnson's case had advices, too, of unfavorable weather in
riage by Father Ribera. The happy
BENEDICTS PROMISE TO been decided in favor of the Kansas Argentina. After opening a shade to
couple left this afternoon for Los Ancent up, the market reacted a
City Federals, whom ho joined after degeles and other parts of California.
Is little, but then made a further ascent
Cincinnati,
it
contracts,
parting
In
about
this
return
to
will
A
GOOD
GAME
PUT
UP
city
They
said, had already been signed, depend- The close was steady at Y
to
three weeks,; j when they wlU.be at
on the contingency that the net advance.
ing
only
borne to theic friends.
.y,
Oats sympathized with the strength
Miss Louise Trahey, sister of the WAGON MOUND AND LAS VEGAS pitcher's "Jump" would be held legal.
What action the federals will now of other grain.
MEN WILL MEET AT AMUSEbride, was her attendant, while Car;
take regarding the suit could not be
In provision buyers were in a maMENT PARK SUNDAY
not Sulier, brother of the groom, was
learned early today, for neither Presi- jority. An upturn of prices as the
best man. A number of friends and
'
The baseball game to be played Sun- dent Gllmore of the league nor its yards formed a fresh Incentive for an
relatives attended the ceremony.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Sulier are well day afternoon at Amusement park be- local counsel could be found. The in- advance. The closing quotations were
known In this city. Mrs. Sulier is a tween the married men of Wagon junction of the court restrained John- as follows:
son from playing within the state of
Wheat, July 87; Sept. 86.
graduate of the Normal University and Mound and Las Vegas promises to be
Corn, July
Sept. 67.
has been a successful teacher in the an exhibition of the national sport that Illinois, but while he could have pitchOats, July
Sept 38.
West side school. She has many will be worthy of the attendance of ed in games outside, the Kansas City
club declined to let him go, rather than
Pork, July $20.45; Sept $19.95.
friends who wish her happiness.m Mr. all Las Vegans.
The Benedicts of Wagon Mound will take a chance of prejudicing his case.
Lard, July $10.10; Sept $10.25.
Sulier tsi, a fireman on the SantaiFe
Decision on Killifer
Ribs, July $11.30; Sept. $11.37.
Railway company's New Mexico divi- arrive in Las Vegas with their wives
A decision in a similar case involvsion and Is well known. He is the and families about noon Sunday and
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
son of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sulier of this the game will begin promptly at 2 ed a dispute between the Philadelphia
a'nd the Chicago Federals
Nationals
New
York, June 3. The market
o'clock.
this
Immediately following
city.
game a nine inning contest will be for the possession of William E. Killi- closed strong today. Upward tendenplayed by the East and - West side fer, a catcher, is expected of the Uni- cy of prices was due to exhaustion of
REPLANTING OF TIMBER teams. This latter game will be the ted States court at Cincinnati about professional selling pressure, and
last between these teams this season, June 10. Judge Foell, at the request signs of accumulation of certain railand due to the fact that several new of the Federal league, granted an. ap- road and specialties. Railroad shares
ON THE PECOS FOREST
players have appeared, It should be peal and 20 days for filing the certifi- were bought more freely In the late
cate of evidence.
dealings. Atchison, in particular, reclose and exciting.
sponded to reports of good earnings
The
25
admission
be
will
cents
and
IN
GALLINAS
THE
THE STATION
Will Use Johnson Regularly
and crop prospects.
10 cents will be charged for the grand
CANYON PUTS OUT 20,000
Kansas City, June .3. "We will
The last sales were:
stand. Boys under 15 years of age
NEW TREES
71
will be allowed to witness the game pitch Johnson in every city in the Amalgamated Copper
declared
107
American
except
Chicago,"
15
league
Refg.
cents.
for
Sugar
Santa Fe, June 3. The planting of
98
George Stovall, manager of the Kan- Atchison
20,000 yellow pine rum the nursery
sas City Federal league club, today Reading
165
at Monument, Colorauo, has just been
92
when informed of Judge Foell's deci- Southern Pacific
completed by Herman Kraus of the JOHNSON BELONGS TO sion. "The
154
Injunction prevents John- Union Pacific
Gallinas forest nursery, 18 miles north
son from playing in Cook county, 111., United States Steel
60
of Las 'Vegas. The seedlings were
109
.......
CINCINNATI
States
United
CLUB
only."
Steel,
pfd..
on
the burnt slope near Harplanted
vey's upper ranch. Forest Supervisor
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
f
Don P. Johnson leaves tomorrow for
' Kansas
THE BIG PITCHER'S "JUMP" TO
Chicago, June 3. Wheat continued
City, June 3. Hogs, rethe nursery, which has just been conFEDERAL LEAGUE DECLARED
to- - advance
Market strong. Bulk $8
8,000.
influenced
firm
ceipts
today,
by
nected by telephone as has also the
ILLEGAL
was said the drought in j8.15; heavy $8.158.17; packers
cables.
It
counMora
forest station at Halmon,
southwestern Russia had not been re- and butchers $8.058.15; lights $7.95
ty, at which H. C. Vjles Is stationed.
Chicago, June 3 Judge Foell of the lieved, as the rains reported to have
8.10; pigs $7.257.75.
Hugh M. Nabour, until recently tran- superior court of Cook
county today fallen there proved to be scattered and
Cattle, receipts 3,000. Market steasit man In the office of the United
sustained the injuction restraining light Assertions that black rust was dy. Prime fed . steers $8.509.10;
States surveyor general, today enter"Chief" Johnson from pitching for any spreading in Oklahoma, and had pass- dressed beef steers 57.508.40; wested the forest service for survey work.
clubs besides the Cincinnati Nationals, ed from the spare stage to fuU. de- ern steers
$7.258.75; southern
and by his decision stopped what was velopment, counted also against the steers $6.258.25; cows $4.507.50;
i
predicted would be the biggest raid bears. Prices started unchanged to heifers $79; stockers and feeders
I
I
on ball players ever made in the- hist
cent higher, dipped under last $6.508; bulls $67.s0; calves $6.50
TODAY IN CONGRESS
j
- '
tory of the game.'
.
10.
- ! r ,:"
night's level and then again rose. .The
j
I
Scores of players now in the ranks close was strong
to
net Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market strong.
i
of
baseball, including a dozen higher.
r Lambs $7.259; yearlings $6.257;
,, ;
Washington, June 3. Senate: Met or organized
more
were ready to "Jump"
stars,
Good demand from the east helped wethers $5.506.25; ewes $4.505.50;
at 11 a. m.
from their clubs to the outlaw league the corn bulls. There were incessant stockers and feeders $3. 50 7.
Foreign relations committee adopt
ed the Sutherland resolution to refer
the Panama tolls exemption dispute to
arbitration.
Interstate commerce committee
Comfort-Re- al
heard prominent railroad men on government control of security issues.
A BOVE all else a Warner's Rust-Proo- f
Corset is comfortable.
Senator Owen prepared a corrupt
Of course, they are fashionable'as well, but fashion's lines
practices act and a presidential pri
are gained by common-sens- e
mary bill to be introduced shortly
designing not by freakish, exi PUi
Fassed a resolution authorizlng"thie
.';V-aggerated stunts. '.."iJ!;i
president 'to Invite foreign govern
When you see aT Warner's it may look like an or-- ments to the national Star Spangled
dinary corsetwhen you wear it you appreciate how
Banner celebration at Baltimore In
'r. i
- i.,
extraordinary it is for combining comfort and style.
September.
House: Met at 11 a. m.
WE ARE PLEASED TO ASSIST IN YOUR SELECTION
Miscellaneous bills considered under
the calendar Wednesday rule.
$1 vrvd
Jones prepared a
Representative
new Philippine independence biU and
- g ?
went to the White House to confer
JUNE WHITE GOODS SALE NOW IN FULL BLAST
with the president about It.
ONE-FOURT- H
Representative Wingo made an un
successful attempt to set aside the
See the Specials We Offer in Long Cloth, India Linon, Persian Lawn & Nainsooks
calendar Wednesday rule and take up
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Consideration el the Watklns bill
to codify and revise the judiciary laws
was ta ken up,
MINNESOTA

FOR GOOD ROADS

Thief River Falls, Minn., June 3- .Steps to carry out the project already
begun to make the mads of this sec
tion among the finest in the entire
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PERSONALS

National League
f
EL A. Allen of Mora came la last
.
At
R.H. E.
Brooklyn
night tor a short business- visit.
1
Boston
.
g 6 1
T. Jenkins of Loving came In yes4 8 0
Brooklyn
terday and will spend the summer In
Batteries:
James and Whaling,
thia city.
Reulbach and Miller.
iFtank Shenahan of Santa Fe came Gowdy;
busiIn yesterday evening for a short
At Chicago
,.,.
R.H.E.
ness visit.
3 5 3
Pittsburgh
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Hopkins
7 11 2
Chicago
an
for
In
last night
of Chicago came
Batteries: Adams, Cooper and Gibextended stay.
son, Kafora; Pierce and Archer.
O. C. Segura returned to his home
to ltowe today after a several . days'
At St. Louis
R.H.E.
business visit
4 8 2
Cincinnati ...
Colorado
of
Springs
G. H. Barnes
5 6 2
Louis
St
arrived in Las Vegas last night for Batteries:7
BenDavenport,
Ingersoll,
a short business visit.
ton
Doak
and
and
Clark;
Hagerman,
Miss Rachel Smith of La Lande, N.
O'Connor.
Wingo,
M., came in last night and will spend
the summer in this city.
At Philadelphia
R.H,E.
Attorney J. A. Miller of Albuquer- New York
2 6 4
.
sev-ra
que came In this afternoon for
9 12 .3
Philadelphia
days' business visit.
Batteries:
Fromme
and
Marquard,
S. D. Rogers of Santa Fe arrived
Meyers, McLean; Oschger and Killi-feremain
will
and
in the city yesterday
bere for some time as a visitor.
Mrs. M. Rhodes left last night for
American League
Sedan, Kan., where she will visit her
At Cleveland- R.HE.
son, W. H. Rhodes, for several months. Cleveland ..ill
.1
Oil?, 1
i
Calif.,
M.
of
Los
Stein
Mrs.
Angeles,
1
3 13 0
Louis
St
came1 in yesterday evening and will be
Batteries:
and
O'Neill;
Hagerman
a visitor with friends here for a short Taylor and Agnew.
time.
Mrs. Walter Hayward left yesterAt New York
R.H. E.
day for Los Conchas, where she will Washington .
9 12 2
visit friends for the next several New York J
8 10 3
- weeks.
Batteries: " Boehllng, Ayres,. Engel
InWilliam Balfour, transportation
and Henry.1 Williams; Fisher, Cole,
spector for the Santa Fe Railway com-pan- Keating 'and Nunamaker.
was a business visitor in the
al

r.

,

city today.

;

W. II. Rardon, representative for an
eastern and foreign manufacturing
company, was a business visitor in the
city today.
af"Larry" Larrazolo returned this
where
Colorado
southern
ternoon from
lie has been on business for the past
several days.
D. A. Murray of Montreal, Canada,
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will remain here as a business visitor
for some time.
F. M. Bruce of Newton, Kan., was
a business visitor In the city today. He
la the representative for the Hamlin
Supply company.
Miss Ruth M. Harrison of Columbia
City, Ind., arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon and will remain in' this city
during the summer.
Jack Long and John C. L. Pugh returned this afternoon from Denver,
Colo., where they have been on fousl;
nesa for the past several days.
Miss Katherine Davis left this afternoon for Denver, Colo., where she will
spend her vacation. Miss Davis Is a
member of the High school faculty.
Mrs. Glen Bearrup of Stockton,
Calif., arrived In the city last night
and will remain here during the summer with her husband. Mr. and Mrs.
Bearrup formerly resided here.
Mrs. L. G. Wells, accompanied by
Miss Pearl Ellis and Mrs. E. Parrlsh,
mother of Mrsr B. S. Ellis oi this city,
left this afternc-o- for Ochiltree, Tex.,
where Mrs. Parrlsh and Miss Pearl
Tlllis will remain for the summer. Mrs.
Wells will return to tnis city In a feWj
"
,;
weeks.
County Sheriff Roman Gallegos, ac
companied by tfndersheriff Felipe Lo
pez, left this afternoon for Santa Fe
with Carlos Gallegos and Caslmiro
who are sentenced to the
state penitentiary. Gallegos Is sen
tenced to from 60 to 80 years for mur
der, while Encinias Is sentenced from
three to five years for involuntary
manslaughter.
-

En-.inia-s.

NORTH

DAKOTA I. O. O. F.

Cakes, N. D., June 3. More 'than
100 delegates were present here today
at the opening of the annual encampment of the North Danota grand lodge
of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows. The meeting will continue over
tomorrow. One of me principal matters to be considered and acted upon
at the session la the proposal to establish a state home for aged and dependent members of the order.

'
R. H. E.
At Boston
2 5 2
Philadelphia
3 9 1
Boston
Batteries:, Bush and Schang; Leonard and Thomas.
Second Game
R. H. E.
-- 4 10
0
Philadelphia V .
2 6 0
Boston .
Batteries: Pehnock, Shawkey and
Lapp; Foster, Cooper and Cady.
;

At Detroit
R H. E.
2 9 0
Chicago - ";
5 8 2
Detroit
Batteries: Russell and Schalk; Hall
and Stanage.
'

.I

Federal League
At St Louis
Indianapolis
1
St Louis
Mullin
Batteries:
and
Crandall and 'Simon.

R. H. E.
..2 6 1
3

At Pittsburgh
R.H.E.
2 6
Buffalo
10 10 2
Pittsburgh Batteries: Moran, Brown and Blair
Dickson and Berry.
Second Game
R.H. E.
7 8
Buffalo
3 8
Pittsburgh Batteries: ' Moore and Blair, Knet-zer; Ad&ms, Henderson and Roberts.

,

At Brooklyn
'
R.H.E.
Baltimore 1
5 8
13
Brooklyn .
Batteries: Quton, Young, Ridgway,
Allen and Jacklitsch;
Peters and
.

n

Owen.

'

'

'

'

Western League
At Wichita
R.H.B.
4 8
-- .
Omaha
'
Wichita '!
6 10
Batteries: BelL Thomas and Schang;
Perry and Graham,
At Denver

R. H. E.

-

Sioux City

2

12
Denver
Batteries:
Hogan
Crisp; Gaskell and Spahr.

At lncoln
Lincoln
Dea Moines

4-

..

.Batteries: Dessau and
sella and Shaw.

'44
15
and

R. H. E
1.1 9 5
7 13 0
Meyer; 'Kin- -

.

Subscribe for .The Optic.

Gut the Cost of

'

..:

Living!

A

plate of hot biscuits or muffins, a
cakei a loaf of brown
fresh, nome-bake- d
rescues any; meal from the
or
commonplace, and more expensive things
are never missed.
nut-brea- d,

!

0

.

:

Subscribe for The Optic,

8

Rariden;

At Kansas City
R. H. E.
6 6
Chicago
3 6
Kansas City
Batteries: Fisk, Lange and Wilson
Cullop, Henning and Easterly.

'.

With K C, the double acting baking

powder, good results are doubly certain.
There's economy too, in the cost of K C.
63

5
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FLYNN WILL BOX WILLIE RITCHIE IS

YESTERDAY'8 RESULTS

N

JUNE

WITH MORRIS

A

IN JOPLIN
MAN WHO

MONEY-MA-

PEOPLES BANK
;

D

"HAD A CHANCE" WILL THE LIGHTWEIGHT KING
THE OKLAHOMA
HAVE MADE 915j,tX0 BY
WHITE HOPE
ri F rtir vf ad

Joplin, Mo., June 3 The Carl MorrisFlynn heavyweight boxing bout
will be held in Joplin on June 8, de
spite all rumors to the contrary from
the east that the bout will be transferred to New York City, Billy Gib
son, the leading promoter of the me
tropolis, has been wording overtime to
land the meeting of the big fellows
for his Stadium Athletic club, but he
has been blocked by the loyalty of
the boxers and Jimmy Bronson, match
makest of Southwest Athletic club of
Joplin.
Gibson tried on several occasions to
sign Morris and Flynn for a return
bout In New York, but was unable to
get the consent of Flynn. When it
was learned that Bronson had signed
the men, giving Flynn an extra, large
guarantee, Gibson was peeved. iVHe
wanted the match and he usually get&
what he wants; mat it, in New York
Through the eastern representative;
Billy Newman of New York, Gibson
tried to have the match switched, but
Bronson had the men tied up so strong'
lv lnat it was impossible for them to
get away.
Then Gibson tried to have Bronson
agree to have the match transferred.
He offered to make good any expenses
Bronson had been put to in landing
the match and give him $1,500 for call
ing it off and allowing the match to
go to his club. Bronson would not
consider the offer, as he realizes it Is
a bout that belongs to the middle west.
Both men are westerners and the fact
is that in the meeting at Joplin the
club manager is giving the members
one of the best bouts of the year in
the heavyweight class.
It is seldom men go Into the ring
under the same conditions as to Flynn
and Morris. In most instances one
man has a reputation to protect and
the other to gain. With Flynn and
Morris it is both men on evens, in that
the winner will be in demand from one
end of the world to the other, while
the loser will have naught to console
him but the fact that he tried and lost
To win means a smah fortune; to lose
virtually is ending the career of the
to the
unfortunate one. It will
knows
who
and
the
for
loser,
engine
but that some road might he benefited
by the listing of a good fireman, or
the Frisco system much better off with
the addition of a steady engineer
From Excelsior Springs reports are
received that Flynnpjs working with
the earnestness of the man trying for
championship. Abdul the Turk, the
trainer who has handled Flynn In all
his bouts for the last few years, being
brought east from Los Angeles by
Flynn to prepare him for this bout
with Morris, says that Flynn is work
ing harder and is much easier to
handle than in any of his previous
bouts. Abdul predicts that Flynn will
stop Morris Inside of ten rounds.
Morris, under the careful eye of Jeff
Clarke, is rounding into shape and will
enter the ring the best Carl Morris
that ever pulled on a glove. He has
Improved in his blocking to a marked
degree, and 'his use of both left and
right hands In punchlngds almost perfect The Carl Morrln who faces Jim
Flynn at Joplin will be so far improv
ed over the green rinsster who opposed Flynn in New York the fireman
will not know him.
With ring knowledge equally", divid
ed between them, tnetr gameness un
questioned, willingness to mix at all
times ard each out to win to sustain
his standing in the fistlo world, the
bout promises to he one of the very
best ever staged anywhere.
be-bac- k

-(
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WILL
MID- -

Hake This Bank Your Bank.

With a badly besmirched ring reputation, but with 10,0oo more good old
United States dollars added to an already fat bank roll, Willie Ritchie,
accredited champion of the lightweights, is nursing a pair of beautifully
swollen eyes, administered by Charley
White and is thanking his lucky stars
the Chicago ghetto tuy did not succeed In connecting solidly with any
one of a dozen vicious right hand
swings that would have carried with
It the championship, says Ed Cochrane
in the Kansas City Journal.
"Che battle between ' Ritchie
and
White at Milwaukee probably was one
of the most vicious lightweight title
contests that has been staged, and if
the pair ever meet again it Is a certainty that the wagermg men of the
middle west will go the limit In hacking White to return victorious.
While the financial feature of the
contest was a disappointment, that Is
from the standpoint of both White and
the promoters,''5 Ritchie, however, did
not suffer any!,nlonetary loss because
ring patrons did not turn out. Ritchie
was guaranteed $10,000 with the privilege of 45 per cent of the gross receipts. As the amount taken in at
the gate totaled just a trifle over $14,-50the champion exacted his guarantee and the hapless promoters had
to dig deep to make good.
This money-ma- d
champion, by the
way, seems destined o harvest more
coin out of the realm within a short
time than any boxer, tn any division,
ever has accumulated in the same period. From present indications by the
first of next July Ritchie will have
earned with his fists the tidy sum of
$150,000.
That's quite an eyeful to
read ,;about, and the strangest part of
It all 'is that he' has received this
money in the short time since Thanks
giving day, 1912, when he won the title
on a questionable foul from Ad

-Jim

qp.

TRUST

PAID IN CAPITAL, $114,220.00

;

Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted Its efforts to the
npblldlng of
a safe, and conservative banking Institution.
;
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that Its efforts arc appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there Is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patroua the best of banking service in all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or
corporation that favon THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,

CHAMPION

TACKLE

.

We

"

The battle with Leach Cross in New
York, city was Willie' next money getter. He was promised $10,000 for this
encounter, but when the bout did not
draw as well as was expected it is
stated that the champion was induced
to take $6,500.
The best paying match of all was on
March 12 when Ritchie fought Ad Wolgast in Milwaukee. The receipts were
nearly $40,000 and Ritchie's share was
In April he fought Harlem
$16,000.
Tommy Murphy at San Francisco and
drew; down $15,000, and now the re
cent Milwaukee match with White
gives him $10,000 more. They do say
that Ritchie has practically every dol
lar of his earnings invested In gilt edg
ed propositions.
He pwns considerable realty In California, has come
high class railroad and municipal bonds
and otherwise has his wealth so plac
ed that he has a big Income aside from
what he can earn through his maulers.
Now

that the

Ritchie-Whit-

e

,

.

;

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors

Pas Zlo on Checking Accounts

penses in connection with this match
cnt down Ritchie's share to about $14,- 000.
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on Time and Savings Accounts

COAL AND VJOOD
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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SNOWDRIFT

WHAT IS IT?

en-

gagement is a matter o fring history
boxing fans of the country may center
their Interest on the approaching battill!,- ,
tle for the bantamweight championship
which will be staged at McCarey's Los
Angeles arena on June 9 with Johnny
Coulon, recognized title holder, and
Kid Williams of Baltimore, as contenders.,. This match has been germinat
ing for two years past, or ever since
the night Williams took Coulon through
a furious
ontest at New
York city and held the champion so
closely that many eastern experts said
the Baltimore lad deserved the honors
.
of the fracas.
TO DISCUSS ATHLETICS
meen made
nave
efforts
Continually
Paris, June 3. Delegates from 11
for a rematch by both Williams and
4 countries, including Canada and the
8TAND1NQ OF THE CLUBS
For his last two matches in Milwau his manager, Sammy Harris, but Cou
United States, have gathered at Lyons
kee Ritchie received approximately lon, until the present time, has declin
a meeting of the International Amfor
His next big financial plum ed to face the issue, his excuse being
$26,000.
ateur
Athletio federation. The meetNational
League
will be- handed btoi. by promoters !7in that he was not physically fit for a title
"
W. ' L.
Pet ing will last a week and will be devotLondon, England, is' soon as he com encounter. About a year ago Coulon
of uniform
.657 ed to the consideration
23
12
engagement with became very ill ' of stomach trouble, New York
pletes a
16
.619 athletio laws and 'the formulation erf
.26
Freddie Welsh, lightweight boss of caused, he said... through eating an Cincinnati "
16
.668 a standard list of events to be recomEngland. This match now is schedul- oversupply of, questionable pork. Fol Pittsburgh . .... . ..21
mended for adoption at future Olympte
20
22
.476
.
30
Chicago
ed for June
and from present indi lowing this attack he discovered that
games.
Among the representatives of
.472
19
.17
cations there is nothing likely to oc every time, he attempted vigorous ex Brooklyn .
the
Amateur
Athletio union of the
20
.455
'24
Louis
..V;..
cur that will in any way affect the ercise he was offllcted with violent St
v
United States attending the meeting'
.444
20
.'.16
Philadelphia
The
JUtchie
that
fact
arrangements.
cramps, and later at the advlc of
.306 are James E. Sullivan of New York;
25
11
was soundly whipped by White has not physician, he discarded the gloves for Boston
Alfred J. Lill Of Boston, H C. Brown
deterred the Britiach matchers, because a: long rest. , 5
of Chicago and Bartow S.' Weeks of
American League
In their eyes, and, In fact. In. .the eyes
Coulon's friends in rne middle west,
New York.
Lv
W.
Pet
of many boxing followers, Ritchie still however, would feel more optimistic
.603
15
is champion. Under the Wisconsin concerning the outcome of the title Philadelphia . .......23
.600
16
laws no decision is permitted, there match with Williams if Johnny had Washington .. . '. . . . . .24
AMERICAN TEAM PICKED
.
.595
17
Detroit
.......25
to
still
Ritchie tried himself out in at least two or
fore, the title
belongs
New York, June 3. The official line
.613
19
20
even though public opinion holds that three more short distance matches. St Louis
up of American players for the Inter
.487
20
19
White now is deserving of that honor. There is an element of uncertainty Boston .
national polo match; to be played at
.447
For the match with Welsh, Ritchie right now concerning doulon's present New York ..."........17 ' 21
Meadowbrook, Long Istond, next week,
24 '' .429
has accepted the flat sum of $40,000, condition. In spite of the fact that he Chicago . ...i.......l8
was announced today as follows: Rene
13
26
'833 La
without any privileges whatever, ex- thinks he Is as good as he was back Cleveland .
Montagne, No. 1; J. M. Waterbnry,
cepting a,small sum for. traveling ex In 1912 the sharps of tne ring will not
(captain, No. 2; Devereux Milburn, No,
Federal League
penses fof training. Negotiations for take the titleholder
his own ap3; Lawrence Waterbnry, back, ."
L.
W.
Pet.
this title contest have been in pro praisement They point to the fact
.618
13
gress several weeks, tmt they definite that every boxer has deteriorated Baltimore . ...'......21'
.543
16
. ............19
Buffalo
were
week.
closed
Ritchie
the
ly
during
and slumped badly when compelled to
18
.526
has waived all Interest in the moving cease hlB ring labor for any length of Chicago . ...........20
.500
16
16
.
In
Brooklyn
the
pictures and
advertising pri
time and they do not see how, Coulon
21
.475
eges. The British promoters anticipate can be exception to the rule. Coulon's St. Louis ...........19
.450
22
18
Kansas
City
a big loss on the sho ftself, but they natural strength may still he with him,
.447
21
17
feel that their profit will come through and possibly vigorous training will Pittsburgh .''.j..
.441
19
15
the picture rights. The films of the mold him back to his beet fighting Indianapolis
contest will be exhibited throughout form, but the men who wager in the
Western League
Europe, Australia, Canada and in fact money marts look on this prospect
L.
W.
Pet
every country under British rule, and rather dubiously. If Coulon had en
.634
26
15
the revenues therefrom are expected raged in four or five still matches, Sioux City ......
"
24
15
.615
to run into the thousands of dollars. - folowlng his
Into the ring, and Denver
17
.575
Up to the present date Ritchie has had emerged from these contests with St Joseph . . . . J ; s.v . . 23
.538
18
received $110,000 for nis ring labors, out sustaining a serious setback then Des Moines ..........21
.488
22
and when he collects ills "bit" at Lon- the betting element would be more In Lincoln
,.zl
21
.447
Omaha ,
don he.:witt hT reacned the $150,000 clined ot back the titleholder
against
.395
26
..17
that he has had his his youthful challenger. But as condi Wichita
mark,
28
.
.317
he
since
on
Topeka
SOMEONE has said: , Let
heartf set
.13,,
hecamechamplon. tlons now exist, Williams, and not
me look at, her gloves and
The story of Ritchie's remarkable rise the champion, shouldicule the favorite,
TODAY'S BASEBALL,
to wealth reads like a page In fiction. 111
I
tell you what she is."
will
of
line
of
this
dope.
'Bplte
logical
American League
Two years ago he was' the laughing
however, California fans have Installed
The condition cf her glove's is
Cleveland at Chicago., 4
stroy of Caloflrnla fans for his per Coulon a 10 te 8 choice In the early
surely an indication of a lady's
St Louis at Detroit;,..
sistence in challenging the winner of betting and it is likely that both boys
character, habits and tastes.
Washington at New York.
every lightweight tttlo match staged in will go to the post with the odds at
the west. Up to th time he lought that figure.
Philadelphia at Boston.
Wolgast for the title Ritchie says he
.. National League
had succeeded m: laymg aside about
HARVARD'S GOAT GONE
at Chicago.
Pittsburgh
$2,300y earned through short bouts and
Red Top, Conn., June 3. Harvard's
Cincinnati at St Louis,
from his work' ;wlth an ' automobile goat, the official college mascot, has
New York at Philadelphia.
concern.' -- '
'
disappeared. Word reached the Criminsure style, nearness and perBoston at Brooklyn.
Ritchie increased his modest fortune son crew's training quarters today that
fect
won
chamThere Is a complete
the
he
about
the animal had reached New London
Federal
Then
and
the
varied
from
League
Wolgast
big
assortment awailip
pionship
from' Vambrldge by express and had
Chicago at Kansas City.
money fairly began to pour In on him. been signed for and laken away in a
your inspection in cur gWa
Louis.
Indianapolis at
Thirty weeks of theatrical work net- laiich. Members of the crew were in
department
Buffalo at Pittslurgh. .
ted him $40,000 and then caih the clined to suspect Yale men, but the
Baltimore
at
for
Joe
which he latter have denied all knowledge of the
match with
Rivers,
Brooklyn.
Kid
;
received a guarantee of $18,500J It was goat's whereabouts'.
Westm League
before the Rivers fight that Ritchie
'
St. Joseph at Wichita.
broke with his manager,, Billy Nolan.
CHINO COPPER
Des Moines at Lincoln;
When they parted company Ritchie,
New Yprk. June,3. ehino 41,
Sioux City at Denver.
It is understood, paid Nolan $3,000 to
'
Omaha at Topelia.
call it square all around. Other ex-- i the quotation.

It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
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REMARRIES

FORMER SPOUSE
Washington, June 3. Mrs. Jennie M.
Eaton of Boston, widow of Rear Ad-

miral" Joseph ' G. Eaton, and her first
husband, D. Henry i.Aias worth of
Ariz., were luarried here today. The ceremony, was quietly performed by the Rev. L. Morgan Chambers, and attracted su little attention
that nothing was known of the event
in Washington until it was announced
the couple had gone to a summer re
sort for their second honeymoon.;
Mrs. Eaton was acquitted in Boston
last October on the charge of poisoning her second husband. The admiral
died at his home in Norwell, Mass,
March 7, 1913, under circumstances
that excited suspicion and resulted In
the widow's arrest and Imprisonment
After a long drawn out trial Mrs. Eaton was found not guilt. Mr. Ains-- .
worth was divorced from his wife
eight years ago m Illinois He gave
his age today as 49 and that of the
bride as 40.
Nor-ristow-
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'
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SUP
PLIES
Bids for furnishing i months' sup
plies to the State penitentiary will be
received until 9 o'clock a. m. Monday,
June 8th, 1914.
Supplies consist of groceries, dry
goods, meats, leather, coal, etc.
A list of supplies, with conditions
and blank proposal, will be furnished
on application to the superintendent.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Supt
By order of the Board of Penitentiary
Commissioners, May 12th, 1914.

BIDS

30--

FOR

PENITENTIARY

l5he OPTIC

1T
v

8

COLUMN

1

15he

LOBBY

RESTAURANT
nu

.

1

THB

KEUULAK DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLES

B8T GOODS OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE

NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL 8ROTHERHOOB)
Na
102 Meeu aver
A. M. Regular comMonday nixmt
munication first and O. R. C. halL on Donglaa arena
third Thursday in 8 O'clock. Visltinc membera r
each month. Visiting dlaZly welcome.
J. CV Werta,
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; L
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M H. S. Van Bally',' Treasurer.
Petten. Secretary,
.
F. O. E. Meets first and third aa
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
day evenings) each month at Weoa
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ilar conclave
,,d Taa-- ly Invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
la
each
at Urn-- W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
lay
aonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
M. Smith, 'E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.

CALL FOR BIDS
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- ,
Notice to Bidders for Sealed Bids on
TISEMENTS
Paving and Otherwise Improving
That Portion of Bridge or National Five cents per Una each Insertion.
Street Lying and Being Between EstlmaU alx ordinary worda to a Una.
the Public Plaza on the West End No ad to occupy leaa apaca than two
of Said Street and the Bridge That lima
All advartiaemanta
charged
Spans the Gallinas River on the will ba booked at apaca actually aat
East End of Said Street, Situate, without regard to number of worda.
Lying and Being In the Town of Caah In advlnca preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
Notice Is hereby given that pursu
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
ant to Resolution No. G8 and Ordl
vocation first Monday In
Eaet Bound
nances No. 72 and 75 of the Resolu
each month at. Maaonlc
Arrive
Detail '
tions and Ordinances of the Town of
No.
.
3:20 p. m.... 7:46 p.
Temple at 7:0 . m. p.
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, whereby all
a, Briaegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
.11:54 p. m... 11:61 B. m
that portion of Bridge or National
. 2:25 a. m
t iSlood. Secretary.
No.
2:31 a. ay.
Street In said Town of Las Vegas ly
. 1:35 p. m.....
No. It
:0 f. at
the
between
public
and
being
ing
I. O. O. F. LAS vrniA i niMc
.
West
Bound
plaza on the west end of said street
4. Meeta every Monday
Arrive
avimw
Depart
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 1
and the bridge that spans the Gallinas
their hall on Sixth street All
1:3S . A
visiting No. 1..,. 1:10 p. m
River on the eas end of said street,
ureinren cordially Invited to attend No.
6:35 a. m.... 6:4 a. av
was ordered to be graded, paved and
J. Friedenstlne. N. G A.
No. 7..-.-- . 4:20 p. m..... 4:3
otherwise improved, in the manner
V. Q.; T. M. El wood.
(:35 p. m.....
Secretary; Karl No.
and of the material mentioned in said
C. V. Hednw
wens,
Treasurer:
the
and
and
No.
72
75,
Ordinances
FOR SALE Gentle pony, $35.00.
uemetery Trustee.
specifications of said improvements
Powers.
made by George E. Morrison, acting
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second an
city engineer, which are now on file FIR SALE About 10 tons of extra
fourth Tuesday evening ot each
with, the Town Clerk of said town,
quality oat straw. H, S. Maurice, month Elks" home on Ninth street
said Town of Las Vegas will receive
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Sapello.
sealed bids for the furnishing of the
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springmaterials and the construction of such PURE BRED barred Plymouth Rock er, Exalted "
This
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
improvement up to 12 o'clock noon
baby chicks, 10c each. Hatching Secretary.
of Thursday, the 25th day of June, A.
Silver
dates June 8, 15, 23.' Mrs. C. N.
D. 1914, which bids will be opened
Kansas.
AND
KNIGHTS
Bailey,' Lyndon,
LADIES OF SECUR- and considered on the afternoon of
-iuse
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
m.
6
said day at P.
O. R. C hall, Douglas avenue, on the
Hoist
All bids must be accompanied by
EMPRESS
first and third Tuesdays of each
a check for Five Hundred ($500.00)
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Dollars certified by some bank of the PIANO for rent. Inquire 417 Eighth. Ladles
FLOUR
always welcoma O. L. Freecity or town of Las Vegas and made
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
payable to said town; and the bid or FOR RENT Furnished rooms for Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It 's. giving you
bids selected by eaid town as being
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
town
the most advantageous to the
a i present for doMontague Assistant Deputy, 1011
aJ
and the owners of property affected
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N M.
ing something
shall become an offer of contract of
'd do any
same.
you
or
the party
parties making the
L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second and
and if the bidder whose bid Is select LOST Round gold pin set with
I
o
way when you
fourth
Thursday
evening each
ed falls, at the request of said town,
pearls. Return to Mrs. S. B. Davis.
learn how Much
month at W. O. 'V?. halL Visiting
to enter Into such contract, such
brothers
invited.
Better
EMPRESS
Howard
cordially
1
check shall be forfeited by such bid
Davis, Dictator; p. A Linn Secretary.
der to the town as liquidated dam
FLOUR realb
J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. Ml
ages.
Made by GERFOUND
Doll.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
Owner may have same
every trst TuesThe successful bidder will be reat
and
for
MAN
PROCESS
by
calling
Optic
paying
day of the month In the vestry room
quired to give a' bond to said town for
adv.
uf
Montefiore
at
Temple
t o'clock
the faithful performance of his con
ONE COUPON FROM
m. Visiting brothers are
tract to the amount of his bid or bids
cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
vided
vited.
22,
Sessions
Isaac
Laws
by Chapter
and also to give a bond with corporate
Appel, President; Charts
STAMPS
FIVE
Greenclay, Secretary.
surety for the maintenance or repair of New) Mexico for the year 1913.
BRINGS YOU THE
tan
no
even
tshall said town
Bu,
of such improvement after the com
SPOON
IT 'S
pletion thereof, la event the mater become liable for any of the cost of MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
GENUINE WM.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
ials, methods or plana of construction such paving. No bids shall be amend
ROGERS &
ed or changed after being opened biy Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
A A
may be or become defective.
SONS'
STANDARD
Improvements to be made on said said town and the town reserves the on the second and fourth Mondays of
street are set forth In the plans and right to reject any and all bids.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
SILVER
Further information will be furnish Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; l. W
specifications thereof which are now
ed
upon application to George E. Mor Montague, Local Deputy. Tlsitini
on file In the office of the Town Clark
of said town and also on file at the rison, acting city engineer, East Las members are especially weleoae and
FRENCH.
1REY (STERoffice of George E. Morrison, acting Vegas,, New Mexico.
cordially invited.
LING) FINISH
city engineer, a copy of which will Witness my hand and seal of said
be furnished to prospective bidders town this 3rd day of June, 1914.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
APOLONIO SENA,
upon application thereof accompanied
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Town. Clerk of the Town
(SEAL)
by a fee of Five Dollars.
'earth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
can be ob
of Las Vegas, New
The following is a statement of the
Pioneer building. Visiting members
Mexico.
tained in this city from
work to be done, based upon the ap
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
estimate!
the
of
proximate
engineer
G. K.; Frank AngeL F. S.
i
NOTICE OF SUIT
3,100 square yards Bituminous Con
State of New Mexico, County ot
crete Pavement.
San Miguel, in the. District Court.
1,400 lineal feet Concrete Curb,
13,000 square feet Cement Side Cause No. 7008.
rati
if 000 lbs-- , or Mora, Each Dal vary
Agnes J. McKee, Executrix of the
walks.
pr 100
100
to
Will
of
Tina
1,000
vs.
Each
e
2,000
G,
is.
par
Iba,
iae.
Delivery .....w..v-.25Elston, deceased,
1,400 lineal feet Stone Drain under
Ike.
1N
200 Ibs to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
Lorima K3. MfcOuHoiugh, , Mrs. M. S.
per
curb,
SO lbs, to 200 lbs Eafi Delivery
Finley, Rhoda Fulton, J. O. Delp, John
per 100 Is
4 Catch Basins.
.......v-4S- e
Laaa than 50 lbs Each Delivery
par 100 INt
400 lineal feet
vitrified Pipe Parson, Wright Parson, Alice Parson,
Kate Miller, Cashius Gibson, James
Drain.
All cost and expense of such pav- Gibson, Raymond Gibson, J. L. Johnson,
ing shall be paid by the owners of AnnaMargaret McBride, Joe Johnston,
Spangler, J. GVTonge, John
Harvesters, Btorers, amd Distributors ef Hatval Ise, the PartQ E3J
ipropexty abutting thereon except the
Al Wood, Clara Thomp- Rifenbarrick,
Qualities el Whltk Bave Made Las Texas rameaa,
Lasting
portion of said street lying and being f son, Mrs.
Mirt Johnson, Mrs. Wesley
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
between the rails of the Las Vegas
and
all
unknown
the
Crooks,
heirs
Traction Company on said street and
of Tina G. Elston, deceased, defendthe part on each side of said track ants.
required by law to be paid by the
You the above defendants, and each
said Traction Company, shall be paid
of you are hereby notified that a suit
by the owners of property abutting has been commenced
in the District
thereon and shall be paid as follows: Court of the
of
San Miguel,
County
One-hal- f
thereof In thirty days after N. M., tor the
purpose of obtaining
the completion of said improvements an order of the said Court
allowing
and the acceptance theneof by the the sale of all of the real estate of
Board of Trustees of the Town of Las the estate of Tina Q-Elston, being
Vegas, New. Mexico; the other ome-ha- certain lots and improvements in East
or balance thereof in thirty days Las V(gas, New Mexico, for the purafter date of acceptance, said other pose of paying the debts of the said
H H
ClaaalOej ad Searel est the seejle te
one-hal- f
or the balance thereof to bear estate, and the
legacies provided for
those who MIQHl BIT las jartiaalai aU I Wrta awl,
interest at the rate f eight per cent in the will of said Tina G. Elston, demmmThat Bieierty
per annum from data of said acceipt-ano- ceased.
vast e sail M
PROVIDED that the owner of
Unless you enter or cause to be enW
wie reads the ads. la Csii
any property charged with the pay- tered your appearance in said suit on
iftrearBsat fefC.
rtur property aalesa tt
ment of any portion of said improve- or before the 14th day of July, 1914,
vaal fsag
ment, shall have the right to pay any a decree pro confeseo therein will be
Other. ira rwd aad aasvsr kfis. U tiy
of said rastallmenta before maturity rendered against you. ,
ire anxloas w ay taaa lor) Oooks, utesecQes, tsea isasiiasrf
Jssts M Ml BTL am smsi$J
and turaltare. aroelas el
Plaintiffs attorney is Byron T.
by paying the principal amount of
;
strameato.
such installment and interest to date Mills, whose post office address is
of payment.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
As the slassinet aaa, oa real sy
fmmt to$m ti ag f5
issued to
Dated this 19th day of May A. D.
Special tax tni9 will
f jt at1 X
N
MT0
r
sens
slhle
el
tslsn
deferred
paycontractor
1914.
for all
the
kH.
ments or against any property owner
I5RENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
who refuses to make .payment as pro.,
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIflE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
.
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

1
1

-

while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL

ARECOOL.

The Optic for

lebor

saving-convenien-

ce

whole yesur aid this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

L

u 0

u

11

7 0(TS

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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FIRST OF THE SEASON

i

IMPERIAL

CANTALOUPES

:: MUTUAL THEATER
; ;
Bnj si

TOINIGHT
"A Common Mistake"
Domino 2 Reel

"When Hazel Met the
1

RECREATION HALL
FOR MONTEZUMA

Arriving Daily

CAMP

Reel

ERECTION OF NEW BUILDING IS
BEGUN UNDER WALTER PARv
KIN'S DIRECTION

warm
Is getting
Why not avoid that hot,
stuffy kitchen this Bummer by
letting our bakery do the work;
.

now.

30c Per Pound

LOCAL NEWS
Regular dance Wednesday night
P. B. Hall. Adv.
-

COOKING

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening,

25c Per PoUnd

at

a High Grade

Dining Room Set?!?
We have an elegant fumed oak dining set consisting of a 6Q Inch
dining table, 21x57 Inch buffet, serving table, 8 box seat chairs,
upholstered in genuine Spanish leather. This is genuine quartered oak finished In the new light fumed finish. While this suite
has been used for a short time It is fn perfect condition and
cannot be distinguished from a new set. We also Have fine
rockers upholstered In goat skSs, Folding Screens, Gunn Sectional Cases, etc Come In look them oyer get our prices. They
are real valueB.

Page Sample Furniture
Phone, Vegas 114

It

save

time, money and
and
worry
you get QUALITY
"'
In EVERYTHING.
will

f

7:39

Las Vegas lodge No. 115 of the Fraternal Union of America will give its
seevnth annual ball this evening in the
Rosenthal hall. .The best of music will
be provided and everybody who a
tends Is assured of a good time. Admission is 50 cents..
I.
The new oven that has beenj! construction for some time at thi(sjste
Hospital for the Insane has been coj,
pleted and is said to be the best structure of its kind in the state. Since
the 'building was starfed.it was neces
sary for all bakery goods, to be pur
chased 'from "local stores,, R.. W, Smith
was xne contractor wno Dum me oven,

..It

Do You Need

at

Pint's Golden Wedding Rye,' aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Ady.

STEAMS'' T0BE

Co.

507 6th St

Not "Heavier Than Air
bub, lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to It Order a sack

S6e Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President 3
!
Vice President
IS. B. Davis. Vice President
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hok. Assistant Casbier.

t. D. Raynolds,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N.

W.--

I

'

YORK
GROCER

&

BAKER

Old Taylor Whiskey ana Sherwood
i
Rve at the Onera Bar. Adv. '

i;The night school

m

of the Normal Vw--

te

verslty will be continued during
summer, session. The first Classes
will meet, tomorrow
night'
o'clock, whet MJs.Rachel Whlttaker
will meet thoae-wh.wisa. to enroll;
Miss VVhittafcer., is .ft', sister of Miss
Susie Whittaker pf the. Normal, who
has gone to Quincy, 111., to take spec
ial work In the Gem City Business col
lege. Dr. and Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts) will , leave .Jonightujfor Denver,
where the formal,, president will receive the degree of Doctor of Laws at
the annual commencement of Denver
University this weeki
at-7:- 30

.

The Las Vegas lodge of Elks has
made preparations for the observance
of Flag Day, which falls on Sunday,
June 14. uommmees have oeen appointed to make arrangements for the
affair. There' will be special music in
addition to the beautiful ritual pre'
scribed for the occasion. The members
Monday night between 10 and 12
of Sherman post of the Grand Army of
the Republic have been invited to at o'clock a chicken thief entered the
residence of .Mrs. William Monohan,
tend In a body and have accepted.
located east of the Santa, Fe tracks in
Professor Francis E. Kelley of the the south part of town, and stole 15
Thirteen of the chickens
mathematics department of the New chickens,.
were Rhode Island Reds while two
Mexico Normal University will not
take his vacation, as planned, but has were Black Minorkas. Chitf of Po
lice Ben Coles has been notified of the
been, forced to continue work at the
theft Any one buying chickens of
Normal, due to the large enrollment
at that institution. The enrollment this kind should notify Chief of Police
Coles as to the vender. This is the
at the Normal reached the 300 mark
case of chicken theft that has oc
first
today, with prospects of increasing by
curred in this city for some time. A
the end of the week. Professor Kelley
few years ago an organized band of
was planning to visit in Wisconsin,
roost looters operated on a big scale
New York and other eastern states.
until they were run down by Chiei
George E. Morrison has been authorized by the commissioners of Mora

county to draw plans for the new
bridge across the Sapello river at Wat- rous and to supervise the erection of
the structure. Mr.. Morrison will submit plans for a concrete bridge and for
steel structure, and the commission
ers will select the drawings that please
them best Mr. Morrison also will
make plans for bridges at Weber's
crossing and at Sweetwater. The
bridge being built by the state at Wat-rou- s
is going up rapidly, according to
reports.

Coles.

The first Tactual work in the preparation of Camp Montezuma for the
summer Beason will fce begun tomorrow morning. Accompanied by Walter
Parkin, who has been placed In temporary charge of the camp, Clifford
Stewart, Francis Young, Carlos Spless
and Frank McOulIough left this morning for the camp, wnere they will be
employed for the next week or more
putting up a new building and getting
the camp equipment ready for the
opening, which will be near, the middle of this month.
The larger part of the work is building a recreation, hall, which will be
started at once. The hall will b e a
valuable addition to the camp and will
be located south of the present dining hall, In a clump, of pines. It is
planned to make this hall a master
jepiece, of the crude building art.
ejlnriing June 15 the camp will be
turned over to the girls for two weeks.
The Woman's club will work in conof
nection with the management
Camp Montezuma. Chaperons will be
e. 'clubhand tyjs plan.
provided
ned to maVe ibis period highjjjt. jenjoy-abl-e
for the girls, a .Jarge numbapvof
whom have expressed a desire ,to par..
,
ticipate in the outing.
The rates for this week will be unusually low. For girls from 10 to 15
years of age the rate will be7 $5 a week.
For those 15 to 20 years the rate will
be $7 a week, while for others over
that age the regular rate, $10 a week,
will be charged.
Camp Montezuma expects to enjoy
an unusually large season tnis year,
due to he fact that people from all
parts of the country will visit it. Sec,
retary P. H. LeNoir is In receipt of
numerous .letters inquiring for rates
and asking for reservations.
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Capital, $100,0Q0Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the. best

.1,

Tlr.:o

of service

Ezpsslia

tlie Best of EYcrylMag Eatable

Vihiimsn'o Kdsrmhmsltmv Whip

-

1913

Model Hupmobile

.

$900

1913 Model Hupmobile

$850

lili

$500

Model

Ford

1912 Model Buick, 30

Marion 40
Vlele 30

$500

,

-

!

-

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR: CO.
FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS

FORD SALES

COMPANY
-

jM&Sa--

v

see ys

h

We are equipped to

you with
J mowers, rakes,
supply

tools, hose, sprink-ler- s
or anything you
may need for your
lawn or garden at

Lowest Prices

J.

C.

JOHNSEN

"Exclusive Agents for Monarch Ranges"

SO

MAY BELOW

UHlllnL

HARVEY'S 15 OPEN
34th season of this famous moun

For the best' on the marketr today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
YcQ WGGld

Mini

be Interested

BUTTER

$2,-4O-

;

Al liie Boma of

This Week's List of Second Hand Cars

TEMPERATURE OF

THE MONTH LACKED SOMEWHAT
IN RAINFALL, BUT SURPASStain resort. Carriage out every Sat
ED 1913 FIGURES
urday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, Including passage
May proved a cloudy month for Las
both ways $10. Special rates for long.
er time. Address East Las Vegas, Vegas, according to the official report
Box B.(( Leave orders at Murphey's Issued by the volunteer observer at
the Normal University. During the
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
,u
month there were 12 clear days, 11
DIED ON A TRAIN
partly cloudy days and seven cloudy
Just as Santa Fe train No. 2 left days. The total precilptation was 2.21
Elota, a station about 30 mileg north inches, or .11 inch less than the nor
of Albuquerque, yesterday about 3 mal. The greatest rainfall in 24 hours
ociock, Mrs. .Adeline Turner, a pas- was 1.09 Inches on May 1. TJhe rainThe following civil service exami- senger en route to her home in Wich fall was considerably in excess of that
nations will he held in this city on ita, Kas., from Saa Diego, CaL, died of the month of May last year, and Is
the dates mentioned: June 29 Market She had been ill for several months. a forerunner jof successful crops, ac
milk Special is t (malg), salary $1,800 Mrs. Turner, was accompanied by her cording to thef agriculturists.
to $2,500; market specialist,
The mean maximum temperature
husband, W. .E. Turner,- - and four chil
dairying (male), salary $2,760; dren. The body was brought to this waa 40.2 degrees and the average was
dairy manufacturing specialist (male), city and sent to Wichita this after 52.4 degrees, or 5.5 degrees below the
salary $1,800 to $2,500; dairy husband- noon, accompanied by . the husband normal. The maximum temperature
man (male), salary $1,800 to $2,500. and children, by J. C Johneea & Son; was 82 degrees on
May, while he
July 6 Assistant. biochemist (male), Mrs. Turner waa 46J years of age and minimum waq, 2l degreeB on Mayj03.
was a native of, Jlimji&o She had bean The fact that .the, month fell below, the
salary" $2,000 ; aIstant,,eDidemiologist
(male), "salary $2,000 to $2,500. July in California for seven months, going average in temperature doubtless is
8 Bacteriologist
(male), salary $1,200 to San Diego for her health. Her con- - dee to the many rain and hall storms
to $2,000;" landscape architectural ,diffon gradually grew worse and. at aA J cloudy days.
.,
draftsman (male), salary $900; assist-- .
r request the return trjp to Wichita I
.r ...
I.I.'JBG'J
ant dairy (husbandman (male), sajajylwis .begun. It was thought that Mrs;
assistant i:markje j! arnar wauia at least survive tne mp IT IS TIME TO GET
$1,600 to $1,740;
uillK specialist imaiej, salary i,tw tot he home.
i
to $1,740. July 13 Assistant mining
YOUR G01Y INSPECTED
engineer (male), salary $1,800 to
For all other information see BIDS FOR PAVING ARE
,
"WJ
Oscar Linberg at iib postoffice.
NEW ORDINANCE
RIGID

ty commissioners still are
as
a
board, of equalization and
sitting
they are being visited by large num- bers- - of taxpayers revery.. day.;,The
commissioners "this morning adjusted
two road matters. F. D. Howe told
the commissioners that, E. S. Crookes
and John Hartman had closed the
highway leading from Las Vegas to Las
Conchas and Cherryvale by putting up
fences, and asked that they be ordered
to remove the obstructions. Charles
F. Adlon, of precinct No. 16, representing 27 other property owners, reported that Hlpolito Romero had built a
fence across the road leading from
San Miguel to. Chaperito, and .. asked
that he be ordered to remove the obstruction. The commissioners ordered
that the obstructions be removed or
that the men responsible for them
appear at the next regular meeting of
the board and show cause why the
order should not be obeyed.
The cou

Interest Pz!J ca

SEE US
Real Bargains aJl the Time

.

.

)

IF YQ U VA NT AN AUTO H D Bl LE

The Best on the Market

The weather

COUNTRY BUTTER

3, 1914.

Vegetables

Villain"

Keystone

JUNE

Fresh Fruits and

--

15c and 20c Each

WEDNESDAY,

'

FOR PREPARING'

THE GQAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

ORDERED

BY TRUSTEES

WEST; SIDE COUNCIL DECIDES TO
PROCEED WITH BADLY NEED- '
.:
ED IMPROVEMENT

'

At a special meeting of the board of
trustees of the town of Las Vegas,
which was held yesterday afternoon at
the court house, the town clerk was
authorized to ask for bids for the paving of Bridge street, from the east end
of the county bridge td the Plaza. All
bids are to be in the hands of the trustees on or before June 25. Bituminous paving is specified. A committtee
of business men attended the meeting
and urged the trustees to cause the
paving to be done at as early a date as
The portion of the street
possible.
occupied by the street car track will
be paved with brick.
f?ubscribe for The OFtie

.FIXES

STANDARD
FOR, ALL
MILCH COWS

Judging by the number of applica
tions filed with City Clerk Charles
Tamme for the insjractiott'of cows by
the city4nspector, a large percentage
of people owning milch cows are not
aware of the fact that every such ani
mal within the city limits must be
examined, as well as all cows whose
milk Is sold for consumption in city,
ine city ordinance passed some
time ago requires that every animal
must be examined, and a penalty for
not having the cow or cows examined
Is provided. According to the ordi
nance all people own ine cows must
make application with the city clerk
for an' examination. Dr. G. M. Jones,
the city milk Inspector, says that people owning cows should make this ap
plication early as the city officials
will take action in this matter through
court If the ordinance is not obeyed.

IS MADE
Come Down and Visit wilh

us and let's get acquainted.

Visitors Always Welcome.

Crystal Creamery Co,
a

A. R.
FALLOWS TO HEAD
Mattoon, 111., June 3. The .Illinois
of the
encampment
departmental
Grand Army of the Republic, with its
Beveral affiliated bodies," opened in
this city today with a large attendance
of delegates and viBitwrs from all over
the stato. The encampment will con
,

tinue until Friday. All indication,
point to the election of Bishop Samuel
Fallows of Chicago as the next depart-meut
commander of the G. A. R. Bishop Fallows went to the front as chap-Plai- n
of a Wisconsin regiment and before the close of the war had become
a brigadier general.

